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Foreword

When we started the organization of the workshop, it was clear that the Se-
mantic Web and Web Mining are two fast-developing research areas which have
many points of contact. However, there was not yet a precise idea what the
integration of the two areas might look like in detail. The workshop aims to
advance the convergence between Semantic Web and Web Mining research by
bringing together researchers and practitioners from these two areas. Our aim is
to improve, on the one hand, the results of Web Mining by exploiting the new
semantic structures in the web, and on the other hand to exploit Web Mining
for building the Semantic Web.

The Semantic Web is based on a vision of Tim Berners-Lee. He suggests
to enrich the web by machine processable information which is organized on
di�erent levels (see http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/Semantic.html). For Web
Mining, the levels from XML and RDF to ontologies and logics are of particular
interest. Web Mining applies data mining techniques on the web. Three areas
can be distinguished: Web usage mining analyzes user behavior, web structure
mining utilizes the hyperlink structure, and web content mining exploits the
contents of the documents on the web.

In the workshop, we want to discuss the use of XML, RDF, ontologies, and
logics for the three web mining areas; and the support of web mining techniques
for building XML and RDF schemes and ontologies. There are quite a number
of people from di�erent communities that approach the �eld of Semantic Web
Mining from di�erent, interesting angles. The goal of the workshop is to establish
communication between these communities.

The contributions to this workshop represent di�erent approaches to Seman-
tic Web Mining:

A number of methods are proposed for learning domain ontologies. These
range from learning from natural-language data to exploiting existing meta-
data representations. Engels, Bremdal, and Jones1 present a method that ex-
tracts information from natural-language data and produces a graph visualiza-
tion of relations between concepts, as well as XML/RDF ontologies. Kurematsu,
Nakaya, and Yamaguchi describe an approach for constructing domain ontolo-
gies from machine-readable dictionaries and text corpora. Clerkin, Cunningham,
and Hayes cluster objects described by their attributes to generate class hierar-
chies expressible as RDF schemas. Kavalec, Sv�atek, and Strossa use web direc-
tories like Yahoo! as training data for automated meta data extraction.

Domain ontologies become more useful when they are related to the users
and their individual interests and preferences. Learning from a user's prior inter-
action with the system can supply useful data for it. Kiss and Quinqueton deal

1
not in this volume



with the learning of user preferences. Their multi-agent system is dedicated to
corporate memory management in an intranet. Semantic structure on the Web,
together with the mining of user navigation histories, can directly lead to better
adapted user interfaces. Mobasher describes an adaptive agent for information
retrieval which uses a concept hierarchy of terms found in documents, together
with clusters summarizing user search histories, to (semi-)automatically improve
queries.

Lastly, it is important to develop integrating architectures that range from
ontology learning to the display of results for the user. Haustein describes an
agent-based blackboard architecture that connects mining components, ontolo-
gies, and applications, as for instance an interface for generating HTML. Le
Grand and Soto cluster XML topic maps, online equivalents of printed indexes,
by means of Formal Concept Analysis, to de�ne pro�les. Their aim is to support
navigation and understanding of the set of documents.

With this collection of research papers, we aim to provide a starting point
for the convergence of the Semantic Web and Web Mining. We wish to express
our appreciation to all the authors of submitted papers, to the members of the
program committee, and to the additional reviewers for making the workshop a
valuable contribution to Semantic Web Mining.
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Ø:C × ã
Q:Ú[DFC
MUG�ý_MUØ<;\A8Q7M[DFC
MUG=<�G8ZB4%G�ZB4:6�GHZ[C Ü Q ×\× QYÛ�;ÀM[`'GuÛ�Q}asQ:DFÚJQ:M[CEMUGH6?>
@ Wo4%ä¿Q:M[Q7D';�a A8C × 4%G8;\Q:MB68Z[;\Ú�47a
êU?[;�6�;ÀG8;\Q:MPDFQ<N[? × C¤?È6�;\M[`A�úQ7AHNBO�CsG
@ O�Q7M¿ãqG]4Yä¿Q:MBQ:DF;\avAHC × 4YG8;\Q:MÈ6�Z[;\Ú × CL4%AHM[;ÀMB`'DFQ¿N¿? × C@?B68;ÀM[`0N[Q:D}4%;\M¿ã�6�ÚJCEa
;|âÈavGHCsä<GH6
Ö N¿Q:D}4%;\MPCsä¿ÚÈCEA�G�`7;ÀØ7CE6/4F6�C
G�Q Ü N¿Q:D}4%;\MPG8CEA8D}6�G8Q'GHZ[C�6�T¿6�G8CEDPà
Ö ÷�W/ZBC}GH4%ä<Q7M[Q:DF;�a}AHC × 4YG8;\Q:MÈ6�Z[;\Ú¾4:aEê7?B;\68;|GH;ÀQ7M¾DFQ<N[? × Cúï�WCB Ö D'Q¿N¿? × CS÷�N¿Q<CE6D;868ÚÈC ×À×
DF4%GHa]ZE<�ÙÈC
GuÛ�CEC
M}GHZ[C�;\M[Ú[?¿G�N¿Q7DF4:;ÀMFGHC
AHD}6�4:MBNA�úQ7AHNBO�CsGLàUW/ZBCF;868ÚJC ×\× D}4YG]a]ZE< × ;ÀMB9<6
G8Z[CL6�CèG8C
AHD}6�G8Q��ÞQ:A]N[O�CsGEà/W/Z<?B6�G8Z[CÞ;ÀMB;|GH;\4 × DFQ¿N¿C × Ü AHQ:D G8ZBCG;H6�ÚJC ×\× D}4%GHa]ZE<�A8C
ã
6�? × GH6�;\6¤4�Z[;\C
A]4%A]a]Z[;�a
4 ×À× T�6uGHA8?BasG8?[AHCENÞ68CsG�Q Ü 4 ×\× G8ZBC}M[Q¿N¿CE6@Q7MúGHZ[C}ÚB4%G8Z Ü A8Q7D�G8ZBCE68C
G8C
AHD}6�G8Q�G8Z[C@AHQUQ:G�Q Ü �ÞQ:A]N[O�C
GEàH��QYÛ�C
Ø7C
A�GHZ[C@;ÀMB;|GH;\4 × D'Q¿N¿C × ZB4:6�?[M[MBCEasCL686H4%AHTF;ÀMUGHC
A8ã
MB4 × G8CEA8D}6'ï·M[Q¿N¿CL6H÷sàÄW/Z[C
T5N[Q�M[Q:G@a
Q:MUG8AH;ÀÙB?¿G8C�G8QP9:CEC
Ú[;\M[`0GHQ:ÚJQ × Q:`7;\aE4 × AHC × 4YGH;ÀQ7MB68Z[;ÀÚÈ6
4%DFQ:M[`ºD}4YG]a]Z[CEN-M[Q¿N¿CL6
K_68?Ba]Zé4:6FÚB4:A8CEMUG�ã�a]Z[; × N-A8C × 4%G8;\Q:MB68Z[;\Ú-4%MÈNÅ68;\Ù × ;\M[`ºAHC × 4YG8;\Q:M[ã
6�Z[;\ÚÄàÈò¿Q'Û�C¤a
4:M�GHA8;\D GHZ[C¤?[M[M[CLasCL686H4%AHT};ÀMUGHC
AHMB4 × M[Q¿N¿CL6 Ü A8Q7D G8ZBC¤;ÀM[;ÀG8;�4 × D'Q¿N¿C × ;ÀMUGHQ
4FG8AH;ÀDFDFCEN5D'Q¿N¿C × K>4:6 68Z[QYÛ�M�;ÀMI�o;\`:?BA8CJ�[àBá�M5Q7AHN[C
A�GHQ�AHCsâBM[C2G8Z[C2G8AH;ÀDFDFCEN5D'Q¿N¿C × K
Û�C¤ZB4SØ7C G8Z[C Ü Q ×À× QYÛ�;\M[`'G8Z[AHC
C26�G8A]4YGHC
`7;ÀCL6�G8ZB4%G�Û�C¤Û�; ×À× N¿CE6HasAH;\ÙÈC × 4YGHC
A�;\M�G8Z[C�a
Q:MUG8C
ä<G
Q Ü ;ÀMUG8CEAH47a�GH;ÀQ7M�Û�;ÀG8Z�4%M�?B68C
AK>
@ 354YG]a]Z[CEN�AHCE68? × G�4:MB4 × T¿6�;�6
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Learning Module
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@ WRAH;\D'DFCLN�AHCE68? × G�4%MB4 × T¿68;\6
@�R 68;ÀMB`�4Êa
4:MBN¿;�N[4YGHC Ü Q7A�N¿Q:D}4:;ÀM¿ã�68ÚÈCLas;ÀâÈa�Z[;\C
A]4%A]a]Z<T-6�G8AH?Ba�GH?[A8CèCsä<G8A]4:asG8CEN Ü AHQ:DG8C
äUG�a
Q:AHÚ[?B6Eà
S/÷2W/Z[C0M[Q7M¿ãkGH4Yä¿Q7M[Q:DF;�aFA8C × 4%G8;\Q:MB68Z[;\Ú × CE4:A8MB;ÀM[`�DFQ¿N¿? × CúïqO�WCB�û DFQ<N[? × CS÷¤C
äUGHAH47a�G]6
G8Z[C�ÚB4:;ÀA]6'Q Ü GHC
AHDF6'GHZB4YG068Z[Q:? × N�ÙÈC�AHC × 4YG8CLNÊÙ<T�68Q:DFCPA8C × 4%G8;\Q:MB68Z[;\Ú Ü A8Q7D N¿Q7DF4:;ÀM[ã
6�ÚJCEa
;|âÈa5G8C
äUG]6
K�4%MB4 × TT�E;ÀM[` × Csä¿;�a
4 × asQ:ãkQ¿aEas?[AHA8CEMBasC�6�GH4%G8;�6uGH;\aE6
K�ÙB4:68CENéQ7MU�úQ7AHNÈò<ÚB4:a
C
G8ZB4%G�;\6�4ºD2? × G8;Àã N[;ÀDFC
MÈ6�;\Q:MB4 × K_A8CL4 × ãkØY4 × ?[CLN�Ø7CEa�GHQ:A068ÚB4:a
C�Û�Z[C
AHC�G8ZBCèasQU6�;\M[C�Q Ü G8ZBC
4%M[` × C�ÙJCsGuÛ�C
CEM�GuÛ�Q¤Ø:CLa�GHQ:A]6!;\6�4¤asQ:MUGH;ÀM<?[Q7?B6!DFCE4:68?[AHC�Q Ü G8Z[CE;ÀA�6�CED}4%MUG8;�a/A8C × 4%G8CLN¿M[CE6H6Eà
W/ZU?È6_GHZ[C ÚB4%;\AH6�Q Ü G8C
AHD}6_C
ä<G8A]4:a�GHCEN Ü A8Q7D�N[Q:D}4%;\M¿ã�6�ÚJCEa
;|âÈa�G8C
äUG]6/4%AHC�G8ZBC@aE4%MBN[;\N[4%G8CL6
Ü Q:A'M[Q:M¿ãkGH4%ä¿Q:M[Q7D';�aFAHC × 4YG8;\Q:MÈ6�Z[;\ÚB6Eà7�ÞC�aE4%MÊÙ[?B; × GFa
Q:MBa
C
Ú¿G'6�ÚJCEa
;|âÈaE4YGH;ÀQ7M¾G8CED'Ú × 4%G8CE6
ÙUTºÚ[?[G�G8;\M[`èG8Q:`7CsGHZ[C
A2GH4Yä¿Q7M[Q:DF;�a}4%MBN¾MBQ:M¿ãkGH4%ä<Q7M[Q:DF;�aFA8C × 4%G8;\Q:MB68Z[;\ÚB6 Ü Q7A�GHZ[C�;\M[Ú[?¿G
N¿Q:D}4%;\MúG8C
AHD}6
àÄW/ZBC'AHC × 4YGH;ÀQ7MB68Z[;ÀÚÈ6 68Z[Q7? × NúÙJC';�N¿CEM7GH;|âÈCENÞ;ÀMúG8ZBC};ÀMUG8CEAH47a�GH;ÀQ7MèÛ�;ÀG8Zº4
ZU?BDF4:M�C
ä¿ÚÈCEA�GLà

V WX'ZY�Ñ_Î�Ñ�%�Õ8ÔU.047*['XÏ[ÕuÑ_Î9\T]�Õ[1^"ëÔ6_/Ó�Õ�\UÕuÏ[ÕuÑ_Î

Ö Ü G8CEA�`7CsG8G8;\M[`5GHZ[C0GHA8;\DFD'CLN¾DFQ¿N¿C × KXWCB Ö DFQ¿N¿? × C�;�6�AHCsâBMBCEN¾Ù<Tº;ÀMUGHC
A]4:a�GH;ÀQ7MºÛ�;|GHZ
4PN[Q:D}4%;\MúC
ä¿ÚÈCEA�GLK�?B6�;\M[`PG8ZBC Ü Q ×À× QYÛ�;\M[`�GHZ[AHC
C06�G8A]4YG8CE`:;\CE6?>ÈD}4%GHa]Z[CLNèAHCE68? × G¤4:MB4 × T¿6�;�6EK
G8AH;ÀDFDFCEN�A8CL6�? × G�4:MB4 × T¿6�;�6�4:MBN}?B68;ÀMB`�N¿Q7DF4:;ÀM[ã 68ÚÈCLas;ÀâÈa�ZB;ÀCEAH4:AHa]Z<T�6�G8AH?BasG8?[AHC�C
äUGHAH47a�GHCEN
Ü A8Q7D G8C
äUG�a
Q:AHÚ[?B6Eà
ûÄQ<Q:9<;\M[`�4YG�GHZ[C0GHA8;\DFD'CLNºDFQ<N[C × Ko;ÀG�G8?BA8MB62Q:?¿G2G8ZB4%G�;ÀG2;\6�N¿;\ØU;�N¿CLN¾;ÀMUGHQè4�` Ö S

ï�4A` Ö G8ZP;ÀMÈa × ?BN¿;\M[`}Q:M × TFS�CE6�G�6�ÚJC ×\× ãkD}4YG]a]Z[CEN�M[Q¿N¿CE6]÷/4%MÈN�4Fò¿W�3 ï�4}ò<?[Ù[ã WoA8CEC G8ZB4%G
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;ÀMBa × ?ÈN¿CE6/ÙJCE6�G�6�ÚJC ×\× ã D}4YG]a]Z[CEN�M[Q¿N¿CE6�4:MBN0Q:G8Z[CEA�MBQ<N[CE6�4%MÈN�68Q'aE4%MPÙÈC@DFQYØ:CLNB÷�ÙÈ4:68CEN
Q:M�G8ZBC2N¿;�6uGHA8;\Ù[?¿GH;ÀQ7M�Q Ü ÙÈCL6uG8ãkD}4%GHa]Z[CLN�M[Q¿N¿CE6Eà>ðvM�Q7M[C�ZB4:MBN�KÈ4�` Ö S ;�6�40ÚB4YGHZ�G8ZB4%G
;ÀMBa × ?ÈN¿CE6¤Q7M × TèÙJCE6�G�ã DF4%GHa]Z[CLNÞM[Q¿N¿CE6@GHZB4YG�ZÈ4SØ:C'G8Z[C�6�CEMB6�CL6@`:Q<Q¿N Ü Q:A¤`:;\Ø:CEMÞN[Q:D}4%;\M
6�ÚJCEa
;|âÈa
;|GuT7à	S�CEa
4:?B68C/4 ×À× MBQ<N[CE6!ZB4SØ7C�4 × AHCE47N¿T@ÙÈCEC
M}4:N¾½u?È6uGHCEN2G8Q@G8ZBC/N[Q:D}4%;\M�;\MA` Ö S/6
K
` Ö S/6/a
4%M�6uG]4ST';\M�G8Z[CvG8AH;ÀDFDFCEN�DFQ¿N¿C × àBðvM0G8ZBCvQ:G8Z[CEA�ZÈ4%MBN�K¿4Fò¿W�3�;�6/6�?Èa]Z�4268?[Ù¿ã
G8AHC
CvG8ZB4%G�4:M�;\MUG8C
AHMB4 × MBQ<N[Cv;�6/42AHQ<Q%G�4%MBN0G8Z[C¤68?[ÙÈQ7AHN[;ÀMB4%G8CL6�4:A8CvQ:M × T}ÙJCE6�G�ã DF4%GHa]Z[CLN
M[Q¿N¿CE6Eà¿S�CEa
4:?B68Cv;\MUG8C
AHMB4 × MBQ<N[CE6/ZB4SØ7CvM[Q:G�ÙÈCEC
M�asQ:M[âBA8DFCLN}G8QFZB4SØ7C�GHZ[C¤6�CEMB68CE6/`:Q<Q¿N
Ü Q:A�4 `:;\Ø:CEM�N¿Q7DF4:;ÀMRK%4@ò[W�3 aE4%M'ÙÈC�DFQYØ:CLN�;\M'G8Z[C/GHA8;\DFD'CLN2DFQ¿N¿C × à:W/Z<?B6�ü¤ð ü üvûoý
á�á0;�N¿C
MUGH;|âBCL6` Ö S/6�4%MÈN ò¿W�356P;\MëG8Z[CúG8AH;\D'DFCLNëDFQ<N[C × 4%?¿GHQ:D}4YGH;\aE4 ×\× Té4%MBNëG8Z[CEM
6�?[ÚBÚÈQ7A�G]6�4¤?È6�CEA�;\M�asQ7MB6�G8AH?Ba�GH;ÀM[`�4�asQ7MBasCEÚ¿G8?B4 × ZB;ÀCEAH4:AHa]Z<T2Ù<TFDFQYØ<;ÀM[`'ò¿W�356EàÀ�X;\`:?[AHC
Á ; ×\× ?B6�G8A]4YGHCE6�GHZ[C�4%ÙJQYØ:C
ãkDFC
MUGH;ÀQ7M[CEN�DF4%GHa]Z[CLN�AHCE68? × G�4%MB4 × T¿68;\6Eà
á�MèQ:A]N¿CEA�GHQ�AHCsâBMBC�G8ZBC�GHA8;\DFDFCEN5DFQ¿N¿C × K�ü¤ð üvü ûRýÉá�áva
4%Mú?B68C2GHA8;\DFD'CLN5AHCE68? × G

4%MB4 × T¿68;\6�476�Û�C ×À× 4:6�D}4YG]a]Z[CENPAHCE68? × G�4%MB4 × T¿68;\6EàBWX4%9<;ÀMB`F68Q:DFC�68;ÀÙ × ;\M[`}M[Q¿N¿CL6�Û�;ÀG8Z�G8ZBC
684:D'C�ÚB4%AHC
MUG_M[Q¿N¿C7K:GHZ[C
AHC�D}4ST'ÙÈCvD}4%M<T}N¿;|å>C
AHC
MÈasCE6�4%ÙJQ:?¿G�G8Z[CvM<?[D2ÙJC
A�Q Ü GHA8;\DFD'CLN
M[Q¿N¿CE6�ÙJCsGuÛ�C
C
M�G8Z[CED 4%MÈN}G8ZBCvÚB4:A8CEMUG�M[Q¿N¿C7àT�ëZ[C
M�6�?Èa]Z�42ÙB;À`FN¿;ÀåJCEA8CEMBasC@asQ7D'CL6�?[Ú
Q:MF4¤6�?[Ù[ãqGHA8CEC�;\M�G8Z[C/GHA8;\DFD'CLN'D'Q¿N¿C × K:;|G�;�6�ÙJC�ÙÈC
G�G8CEA�G8Q¤a]ZB4:M[`:C�GHZ[C�6uGHA8?Èa�G8?BA8C/Q Ü G8ZBC
6�?[Ù[ãqGHA8CEC:àÄü¤ð üvü ûRýÉá�á@4:689¿6vG8Z[C}?B68C
A@; Ü GHZ[C068?[Ù¿ãkG8AHC
CF6�Z[Q7? × NèÙJC}A8CLasQ7MB6uGHA8?Èa�G8CLN5Q7A
M[Q%GLà¿S�476�CLN}Q:M�G8ZBCvCED'ÚB;ÀAH;\aE4 × 4%MÈ4 × T<68;�6
KUG8ZBC@68?[Ù¿ãkG8AHC
CL6_Û�;ÀG8Z�GuÛ�Q�Q7A�DFQ7A8C N¿;|å>C
AHC
MÈasCE6
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DF4ST�ÙÈC2A8CLasQ:MÈ6uGHA8?BasG8CLN�àE�X;À`7?[AHC#Ú0; ×\× ?B6uGHAH4%G8CL6/G8Z[C�4%ÙJQYØ:Csã DFC
MUG8;\Q:MBCEN�G8AH;ÀDFDFCEN�AHCE68? × G
4%MB4 × T¿68;\6Eà
WCB Ö DFQ<N[? × C�a
4%M@M[Q:GÄD}4%9:C�68?[`7`:CE6�G8;\Q:MÈ6�4%ÙJQ:?¿GRN¿Q7D}4%;\M¿ã 68ÚJCEas;ÀâÈa!Z[;\C
A]4%A]a]Z<T�6uGHA8?Èa�ã

G8?[AHC¤?B68;ÀM[`�4%ÙJQYØ:Csã DFC
MUG8;\Q:MBCEN�6�G8A]4YGHC
`7;ÀCL6
à¿S�CEaE4%?B68C@G8ZBCE68C�6uGHAH4%G8C
`7;ÀCL6�N¿Q:M7Û G�9<M[QYÛøN¿Q:ã
DF4:;ÀMú6�ÚJCEa
;|âÈa2;ÀM Ü Q:AHDF4%G8;\Q:MÄà>ò<QBKJ;\Mú4:NBN¿;|GH;ÀQ7M�G8QPN¿Q0GHZB4YGLKJWCB Ö DFQ¿N¿? × C2D}4%97CE6�68?[`:ã
`:CE6�G8;\Q:MÈ6R?B68;\M[`v4va
4%MÈN¿;\NB4YG8C Ü Q:A!N¿Q7DF4:;ÀM[ã 68ÚÈCLas;ÀâÈa�ZB;ÀCEAH4:AHa]Z<Tv6�G8AH?BasG8?[AHC_C
äUGHAH47a�GHCEN Ü AHQ:D
G8Csä<G�asQ7A8Ú[?È6ÄÙ<T¤O�WCB�û�D'Q¿N¿? × C7àSüvQ:D}4:;ÀM¿ã�68ÚÈCLas;ÀâÈa�Z[;\C
A]4%A]a]Z<Tv6�G8AH?Ba�GH?[AHC�;\6!4�68CsG!Q Ü ÚÈ4%;\A
Q Ü asQ7MBasCEÚ¿GH6EàÀ�úCvÛ�; ×\× N[CE6HasAH;ÀÙJC�Z[QYÛÅGHQ2Csä<GHAH47a�G�GHZ[C 6�G8AH?BasG8?[AHC × 4YG8CEAEàÀ�ëZ[CEM}G8Z[CEA8C 4%AHC
GuÛ�QèN[;|å>C
AHC
MUG�9<;\MBN[6�Q Ü Z[;\C
A]4%A]a]Z<Tú6�G8AH?Ba�GH?[AHC�ÙJCsGuÛ�C
C
MÊGuÛ�Qèa
Q:MBa
C
Ú¿G]6
KXü@ð ü ü ûRý á�á
4:689<6¤G8Z[C0?È6�CEA2; Ü GHZ[C�ZB;ÀCEAH4:AHa]Z<T56�G8AH?Ba�GH?[A8C�6�Z[Q7? × NºÙÈC�a]ZÈ4%M[`7CENÞ;ÀMUGHQ5?[M[;ÀâBCENºQ7M[C0Q7A
M[Q%GLà

�o;\MB4 ×À× T�ü¤ð üvü ûRýÅá�á�asQ7D'Ú × C
G8CE6�G]4Yä¿Q:MBQ:DF;\avAHC × 4YG8;\Q:MÈ6�Z[;\ÚB6�Q Ü G8Z[C¤;\M[Ú[?[G�N[Q:D}4%;\M
G8C
AHD}6/D}4%M<?B4 ×\× T Ü A8Q7D G8ZBC¤?B6�CEAEà

Ü ÝµÑ_ÎßÞ�WX'àY�Ñ_Î�Ñ�%�Õ�Ô�.á4à*['XÏ[ÕuÑ_Î9\À]vÕ[1â��4ã'!ÐBÎvÕ�Îä+

O�Q:M[ãqG]4Yä¿Q:M[Q7DF;\aIB�C × 4YGH;ÀQ7MB6�ZB;ÀÚÉûÄCE4:A8MB;ÀM[`Å4 × DFQ76�G�a
Q:DFCE6 Ü A8Q7Då�úQ7AHNÈò<ÚB4:a
C:K/Û�Z[;�a]Z
N¿C
AH;ÀØ7CE6 × Csä¿;�a
4 × a
Q%ã Q¿a
as?BA8AHC
MBa
C_;\M Ü Q:AHD}4YGH;ÀQ7M Ü AHQ:D 4 × 4%AH`:C�G8C
ä<G_asQ:AHÚ[?B6�4:MBN�;\6�4 D�? × GH;|ã
N¿;ÀDFCEMB6�;\Q:M�Ø7CEa�GHQ:A�68ÚB4:a
C}ï�4}68CsG�Q Ü Ø:CLa�GHQ:A]6H÷sà[W/Z[C¤;ÀMBM[C
A�ÚBA8Q¿N¿?BasG�ÙÈC
GuÛ�CEC
MPGuÛ�Q'Û�Q:A]N
Ø:CEasG8Q7AH6¤Û�Q:AH9¿6�4:6�G8Z[C�DFCE4:68?[AHC0Q Ü GHZ[C
;\A'68C
D}4:M7GH;\a0A8C × 4%G8CEN[M[CE6H6
à7�ëZ[C
M¾GuÛ�Q5Û�Q:A]N[6?Û
;ÀM[MBC
A�Ú[AHQ¿N¿?Ba�G/;�6/ÙÈCET:Q:MÈN�68Q:DFC ?[Ú[ÚJC
A�ÙJQ:?[MBNÄK<G8Z[CEA8C¤4%AHC ÚÈQU6868;ÀÙB; × ;|GH;ÀCL6�G8QFZB4SØ:C@68Q:DFC
M[Q:M¿ãkGH4%ä¿Q:M[Q7D';�avA8C × 4%G8;\Q:MB68Z[;\Ú�ÙJCsGuÛ�C
CEM�GHZ[C
D�à

æ7çéè êJë�ìàí?î¼ï�ðZñ	î?òéë!ì0ë�óCôõë!ï�ö2÷ãøZùEñ
ú
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M[CEAH4%G8CEN�Ù<TFG8Z[CED ZB476 × QYÛ
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4%G8;\Q:MB6!ÙÈ4:68CEN
Q:MúG8Z[C'GuÛ�QP6�G8A]4YGHC
`:;\CE6 Û�Q:AH9�Û�C ×À× ;\MºQ:A]N¿C
AvG8Q�D}4%MB4:`:CFasQ7MBasCEÚ¿G�N¿A8; Ü GEààS�CLa
4:?B6�C�G8ZBC
GuÛ�QF6uGHAH4%G8CE`:;\CE6�?B68C 68?Ba]Z�6�T<MUGH47a�G8;�a
4 × Ü CE4YGH?[AHC 476/DF4%GHa]Z[CLN�4:MBN0GHA8;\DFDFCEN�A8CL6�? × GH6EK<G8ZBC
Z[;|G/A]4YG8CL6�4:A8CvM[Q%G/6�Q�ÙB4:NÄàUá�M�Q:A]N¿C
A_G8Q'D}4%MB4:`:C�a
Q:MBa
C
Ú¿G�N¿AH; Ü G�6�D}4:A�G × T7K7Û�C�D}4STFM[C
CLN
G8Q'?B6�C@DFQ:AHCv68C
D}4:M7GH;\av;\M Ü Q:AHD}4YG8;\Q:M�G8ZB4%G�;\6�M[Q:G/CL4:68T'G8Q}asQ7D'C ?[Ú�;ÀM�4:N¿ØY4:MBasC ;ÀM�G8ZBC
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4%G8;\Q:M
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ä<GEK>G8ZBC
Csä<G8A]4:asG8;\Q:M Ü AHCEêU?[C
MÈasTPÛ�476�68CsG 476 �FGH;ÀDFCL6�GHZ[;\6 a
476�C7àÈW/Z[CEMÄKÈG8Z[C'asQ ×\× Q<aE4YGH;ÀQ7M�DF4%G8AH;|ä
Û�476�a
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Ú%ã `:A]4%D Ü Q7A_CL4:a]Z}9<;ÀMÈN�à<ò¿;ÀMBa
C9û
�:õ¤9<;ÀMÈN[6�Q Ü Ú%ã `:A]4%D}6!Û�CEA8C�Csä<G8A]4:asG8CENÄK%G8ZBCvasQ ×À× Q¿a
4%G8;\Q:M
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statement reply

speech act
assent
invitation
proposal

quality price
discrepancy

party offeree
offeror

offer counteroffer

communication system
telex

instrumentality

inanimate object

goods

person

entity

departure dispatch

deed transmission

content

indication of intention

letter

change
addition
modification

revocation

attribute
silence

time delay

address residence

act

intention
conduct

acceptance

abstraction

CONCEPT

day holiday

relation regal relation contract

withdrawal

rejection

location place of business

state circumstance
effect

payment
delivery

envelope
telephone

communication

quantity
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Q:MB6�G8AH?BasGX4�a
Q:MUG8C
ä<GoØ:CLa�GHQ:ALKE4�68?[D
Q Ü Ú%ã `:A]4%D Ø:CLa�G8Q7AH6�4%AHQ:?[MÈN}4%Ú[ÚJCE4:AH4:MBasC�Ú × 47asCva
;ÀA]as?BD Ü CEA8CEMBasC�Q Ü CL4:a]Z}Q Ü ÚUõ�asQ7MBasCEÚ¿GH6
Û�476�aE4 × as? × 4YGHCEN�àBðvM[C 4%A8G8;�a × CvQ Ü ��á�ò � a
Q:MB68;\6�GH6�Q Ü 4%ÙJQ:?¿G@ó¼ÚÀ�#Ú%ã `:A]4%D}6Eà7W/Z[C M<?[D2ÙJC
A
Q Ü Ú%ã `:A]4%D Ø7CEa�GHQ:A]6�;ÀM5a
Q:MUG8C
äUG�4:A8CL4'Û�476�6�C
G�4:6�õ�� Ü AHQ:D Csä¿ÚJC
AH;ÀCEMBasC7àE�[Q7A�CE47a]ZPQ Ü ÚUõ
asQ:MÈasC
Ú[GH6EK7GHZ[C@6�?[D Q Ü a
Q:MUG8C
äUG�Ø:CLa�G8Q7AH6�;\M�4 ×\× G8Z[C¤4:Ú[ÚÈCL4%A]4%MBa
C�Ú × 4:a
CE6�Q Ü GHZ[C@asQ:MÈasC
Ú[G
;ÀM���á�ò � Û�476}a
4 × a
? × 4%G8CLN�K_4%MÈNÊGHZ[C5Ø:CLa�GHQ:AFA8CEÚ[AHCE68C
MUGH4%G8;\Q:MB6'Q Ü G8ZBC5asQ:MÈasC
Ú[GH6}Û�C
AHC
Q:Ù¿G]4%;\M[CEN�àUW/Z[C�68CsG_Q Ü G8Z[CL6�C�Ø7CEasG8Q:A]6!;�6�?B68CEN}4768�ÞQ:A]NBò<ÚB47asC/G8Q2Csä<G8A]4:asG_asQ:MÈasC
Ú[G_ÚB4%;\A]6
Û�;|GHZ�a
Q:MUG8C
ä<G�68;\D'; × 4%AH;|GuT7à

ñãç�� êJë�ìàí?î¼ï�ðZñ	î?òéì�� ù¿ìZö�� ëãöZò ó��ãòéì�� êJë!ìZñ
úÀøZîF÷6ø�úTñ�ò��2ñ
ùHîKò ë�ì���ú! ø#" ùHîKúÀí
��4SØ<;ÀMB`úa
4 × a
? × 4YG8CLNºG8ZBCP68;ÀDF; × 4:A8;ÀGuT Ü A8Q7D G8Z[C�;\M[M[C
A'Ú[AHQ¿N¿?Ba�G Ü Q:A�G8ZBCúóK� Á û5asQ:MÈasC
Ú[G
ÚB4%;\AH6/Û�ZB;\a]Z�;�6�4 ×\× G8Z[C�a
Q:D�Ù[;ÀMÈ4YG8;\Q:MPQ Ü Ú7õFa
Q:MBa
C
Ú¿G]6
K[4:MBNPZB4SØ<;ÀM[`F?B68CEN�G8ZBA8CL6�Z[Q × N�476
�[à ô:ô:ô Á Ksô���asQ7MBasCEÚ¿GRÚB4:;ÀA]6ÄÛ�C
AHC�Csä<G8A]4:asG8CLN�KE4:MBN¤asQ7MBasCEÚ¿Go68ÚÈCLas;ÀâÈa
4%G8;\Q:M@G8CEDFÚ × 4%G8CL6RÛ�C
AHC
asQ:MÈ6uGHA8?BasG8CLN�àJWX4%Ù × C Á ;\6�G8ZBC × ;\6�GvQ Ü G8Z[C'Csä<GHAH47a�G8CLN�6�;\DF; × 4%A asQ7MBasCEÚ¿GH6 asQ7A8AHCE68ÚÈQ7MBN¿;\M[`
G8Q'CE4:a]Z�asQ:MÈasC
Ú[GEà Ö a
Q:MBa
C
Ú¿G/;\M�ÙJQ × N × CsG8G8C
A]6�;\6�C
;ÀG8ZBC
A�4%MP4%MBa
CE6�G8Q:ALK<N¿CE6HasCEMBN[4%MUG�Q:A/4
6�;\Ù × ;ÀM[`�G8Q'GHZ[C × C Ü G�a
Q:MBa
C
Ú¿G�;\M0GHZ[C¤asQ:MÈasC
Ú[G/ZB;ÀCEAH4:AHa]Z<TFasQ:MÈ6uGHA8?BasG8CLN0?B68;ÀMB`Fü¤ð ü üvûoý
;ÀMëGHZ[CúâBAH6�GPaE4:68Cè6�G8?BN¿T7à�á�MÉasQ7MBasCEÚ¿GP68ÚÈCLas;ÀâÈa
4%G8;\Q:MéGHC
DFÚ × 4YG8CL6
K�68?Ba]Zç4�a
Q:MBa
C
Ú¿GP;\6
N¿;\6�G8;\M[`7?[;\68Z[CLNÅ476}W Ö&% ð O ð 3�^�AHC × 4YGH;ÀQ7MÄà Ö 6}GH4Yä¿Q7M[Q:DF;�a�AHC × 4YGH;ÀQ7MB6�ZB;ÀÚB6}4:MBN-M[Q:M¿ã
GH4Yä¿Q7M[Q:DF;�a!A8C × 4%G8;\Q:MB68Z[;\ÚB6>D}4ST�ÙJC�DF;|ä¿CEN@;\M@G8ZBC × ;�6�GRÙB4:68CEN Q7M Q7M × T a
Q:MUG8C
äUGR68;\D'; × 4%AH;|GuT7K
G8Z[C�a
Q:MBa
C
Ú¿G�ÚB4%;\AH6�Û�Z[;\a]Z}D}4ST�ÙÈC�a
Q:MBa
C
AHM[CEN'Û�;ÀG8Z}M[Q7M¿ãkGH4Yä¿Q7M[Q:DF;�a�AHC × 4YGH;ÀQ7MB68Z[;ÀÚÈ6�4%AHC
Q:Ù¿G]4%;\M[CEN�ÙUT¾AHC
DFQYØ<;\M[`5GHZ[C�asQ:MÈasC
Ú[G'ÚB4:;ÀA]6�Û�;|GHZ�G]4Yä¿Q:M[Q7DF;\a�A8C × 4%G8;\Q:MB68Z[;\ÚB6
à-�X;\`:?[AHC
ôP68Z[QYÛ�6@asQ7MBasCEÚ¿G¤6�ÚJCEa
;|âÈaE4YGH;ÀQ7MèGHC
DFÚ × 4YG8CL6@Csä<G8A]4:asG8CLNú4:ÙÈQ7?¿G@G8Z[C}asQ7MBasCEÚ¿G�<:476868C
MUG=<Bà
W/Z[C�asQ7MBasCEÚ¿GH6/?[MÈN¿C
A × ;\M[CLNP4:A8C ;\M�G]4Yä¿Q:MBQ:DF;\a AHC × 4YGH;ÀQ7M�Û�;ÀG8Z�CE47a]Z�Q:G8Z[CEAEà
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gù��!ù������µ�¶{»�»�º¨·UÐ µ�¿e´�Ð ¶{· �¨ø�ø����!���¨ý	ø����ôù��	��
�����������" �5µ�¶{·U¸¨ºUµ¢´��¨ÿ]ý�þÿWø����gÿWù5ýµ�¶{·U¸Uº¨µ¢´ Â¨¿�±�´JÀ��²´�¯�È ¯¢î��^µ�¶{»�»,ºU·UÐ µ�¿�´�Ð ¶�·µ�¶{·O´�±�¿{µ¢´ ¯¢íÊ¯�µ¢´��¨¿{µ¢´��²Â5¯�±�³�¶�·#�¨¸U¯�È Ð Þ{¯�±�À��UÂ¨¿�À^»�¯�·O´��¨ïQºU¿{·O´�Ð ´(À¸U¯�È ¿�À ¸¨¯�È Ð ÞO¯�±�À��U¶�í5¯�±��²¿�µ¢´��²ÂU¿�À^»�¯�·O´¸U¯�È Ð ÞO¯�±�À � ���	ú$�Qý����¨ïQºU¿{·O´�Ð ´(À��¨Ù�¶Q¶Q¸¨³��²Â¨È ¿{µ�¯����Uø����²¸U¯�È ¿�À��U´�Ð »�¯��¨µ�¶{·O´�±�¿{µ¢´��¨Â5¯�±�³�¶{·��5¯¢í5¯�µ¢´��¨ïQºU¿{È Ð ´(À¸UÐ ³�Â¨¿e´�µ� Ù{¶Q¶Q¸U³��²ÂU±�Ð µ�¯����¨ø%���²Â5¯�±�³�¶{·��¨ïQº¨¿�·O´�Ð ´(À��²¶�íÊ¯�±�¶{±¯¢íÊ¯�µ¢´ Â5¯�±�³�¶�·#�O¿{³�³�¯�·O´��U¿{µ¢´��Q¶�íÊ¯�±�¶{±��Qµ�¶{·O´�±�¿{µ¢´��^ÂU±�¶{Â5¶�³�¿�È��^ÂU¿�À^»�¯�·O´��O´�Ð »�¯��{ÎÒÐ ´�U¸U±�¿�Îå¿�È��UÂU¿{±�´(À��O¸¨¯�È Ð Þ�&¯�±�ÀÙ{¶Q¶Q¸U³ ¸¨Ð ³�ÂU¿�´�µ���¨ïQºU¿{·O´�Ð ´(À��¨¸U¯�È Ð Þ{¯�±�À��^Â¨¿�À^»�¯�·O´��¨¿{µ¢´��²Â5¯�±�³�¶{·��¨Â¨±�Ð µ�¯��¨ïQºU¿{È Ð ´(ÀÐ ·U¸¨Ð µ�¿�´�Ð ¶{· Ð ·O´�¯�·O´�Ð ¶{·����¨ø�ø����!���¨ý	ø����Êø�ù5ú+ú&û	ý	ÿ]ø�����ÿ]ù²ýÐ ·O´�¯�·O´�Ð ¶{· Ð ·¨¸UÐ µ�¿e´�Ð ¶{·¶�í5¯�± �¨ø�ø����!���¨ý	ø����ô¿�³�³�¯�·O´��²ø{ù²ú úüûþý	ÿWø����gÿWù5ý��U¸U¯�È ¿�À¶�í5¯�±�¯�¯ ÎÒÐ ´�U¸¨±�¿�Îå¿{È��5ù��	��
gù�
��5¿{³�³�¯�·O´��5¿�µ¢´��5ÂU±�Ð µ�¯¶�í5¯�±�¶�± ¿{µ¢´��²¿{³�³�¯�·O´��¨Î/Ð ´�¨¸U±�¿�Îå¿{È��²ù��'��
(�����!����
(��ù5ý��¨¯¢íÊ¯�µ¢´��U´�Ð »�¯��¨Â¨±�Ð µ�¯��¨¸UÐ ³�Â¨¿e´�µ�ÂU¿{±�´(À µ�¶{·U¸¨ºUµ¢´��U¯¢íÊ¯�µ¢´��¨Â¨È ¿{µ�¯����'��
(��ù²ýÂU¿gÀ^»�¯�·O´ ïQº¨¿�·O´�Ð ´(À���� ���Aÿ�����
����5ÂUÈ ¿�µ�¯��¨¿{µ¢´��²Ù{¶Q¶Q¸U³��²ïQºU¿{È Ð ´(À��¨¸¨¯�È ¿gÀ��¨¯¢í5¯�µ¢´��¨Â²¯�±�³�¶�·#�¨µ�¶�·O´�±�¿�µ¢´��U´�Ð »�¯Â5¯�±�³�¶{· ¯¢íÊ¯�µ¢´��	ù��	��
eù�
��þ¿{µ¢´��	ÂU±�¶�Â5¶{³�¿�È��þÙ{¶Q¶Q¸U³��	¿{³�³�¯�·O´��	ÎÒÐ ´�U¸¨±�¿�Îå¿{È��þµ�¶{·O´�±�¿{µ¢´��	¸UÐ ³�Â¨¿e´�µ�#�ôÂ¨¿�À^»�¯�·O´��¸¨¯�È Ð ÞO¯�±�À������
��)���5ÂUÈ ¿�µ�¯��UÂ¨±�Ð µ�¯ÂUÈ ¿{µ�¯ Â¨¿�À^»�¯�·O´��¨¸¨¯�È Ð ÞO¯�±�À��^´�Ð »�¯��¨ïQºU¿{·O´�Ð ´(À��¨ÂU¿{±�´(À��²¿�µ¢´��¨Â²¯�±�³�¶�·ÂU±�Ð µ�¯ ¸¨Ð ³�ÂU¿�´�µ���¨¿{µ¢´��²¶�í5¯�±�¶�±��5Ù�¶Q¶Q¸¨³��¨Î/Ð ´�¨¸U±�¿gÎå¿�È��²¶�íÊ¯�±�¯�¯��¨Â5¯�±�³�¶{·ÂU±�¶�Â5¶{³�¿�È Â5¯�±�³�¶�·#�¨¯¢í5¯�µ¢´��UÎ/Ð ´�U¸¨±�¿�Îå¿{È����������Qý��ïQºU¿{È Ð ´JÀ ïQº¨¿�·O´�Ð ´(À��¨Â¨¿�À^»�¯�·O´��¨Ù{¶Q¶Q¸U³��²¿{µ¢´��²¸¨¯�È Ð ÞO¯�±�ÀïQºU¿{·O´�Ð ´(À Â¨¿�À^»�¯�·O´��¨¸¨¯�È Ð ÞO¯�±�À��UÙ�¶Q¶Q¸¨³��²¿{µ¢´��²ïQº¨¿�È Ð ´(À��¨¸UÐ ³�ÂU¿�´�µ���¨Â¨È ¿{µ�¯��¨µ�¶{·O´�±�¿{µ¢´����gÿ]ú$�´�¯�È ¯¢î µ�¶{·U¸¨ºUµ¢´��Uø{ù²ú úüûþý	ÿWø����gÿWù5ý��¨¿{µ�µ�¯�Â^´�¿{·Uµ�¯´�Ð »�¯ ¿{µ¢´��²¶�íÊ¯�±�¶{±��²¸U¯�È Ð ÞO¯�±�À��UÂUÈ ¿�µ�¯��¨¯¢íÊ¯�µ¢´��¨Â¨¿�À^»�¯�·O´���*ôû�¨ý��gÿ �)���¨¿{³�³�¯�·O´Î/Ð ´�¨¸U±�¿gÎå¿�È ¶�íÊ¯�±�¯�¯��¨¶�í5¯�±�¶�±��5Â²¯�±�³�¶�·#�¨ÂU±�Ð µ�¯��¨¿{µ¢´��²¿{³�³�¯�·O´��5¯¢í5¯�µ¢´��¨ÂU±�¶{Â5¶�³�¿{È

W/Z[CèâÈMB4 × asQ7MBasCEÚ¿G�N¿CsâBMB;|GH;ÀQ7M ;�6Pa
Q:MB6�G8AH?BasG8CEN Ü A8Q7D asQ7MB6�;�N¿CEAH4%G8;\Q:MëQ Ü asQ:MÈasC
Ú[G
ÚB4%;\AH6@;\MºG8ZBC}G8CED'Ú × 4%G8CE6Eà7�X;\`:?[AHC�ó?��68Z[QYÛ�6 G8Z[C�N¿CsâBMB;|GH;ÀQ7M¾Q Ü G8Z[C�a
Q:MBa
C
Ú¿G <74:6H6�CEMUG=<
asQ:MÈ6uGHA8?BasG8CLN Ü AHQ:DùGHZ[C/G8CEDFÚ × 4%G8CL6
à Ö�× GHZ[Q:?B`:ZFA8C × 4%G8;\Q:M Ö � ý_O�W-Csä¿;�6uG]6�4 × 6�Q ;\MF476868C
MUG8ã
Q%å>C
AHC
Cè4:MBNç4:6H68C
MUG�ã Q%å>C
AHQ:ALK�;ÀG�;�6�AHC
Ú[AHCE68C
MUGHCENéÙ<TëN¿CsâBMB;|GH;ÀQ7Mç;ÀMBZ[C
AH;|G]4%MBa
Cú4:MBNëM[Q:G
N¿CE6HasAH;ÀÙJCENÄà

ñãç(' )+*6î¼ï�ù¿ñ
î?ò ì,�.- ë/ ùEò ì10 ÷ãø�úTñ
ò��2ñ32�òéúÀï¾ù¿ï¾ñ546��÷ãî¼ï�ðàñ
î?ðàï�ú
�úC@ZB4SØ7CvN¿C
âBM[CEN0G8Z[C GHZ[A8CL6�ZBQ × N Ü Q:A�GHZ[CvÚBA8QSä¿;\DF4 ×À× TFAH4%G8C@4:6��[à~þ��BK:GHZ[C¤asC
A8GH4:;ÀM�68a
Q:ÚJC
4:6_G8Z[C¤6H4%DFCv68C
MUG8CEMBasC@4%MÈNFG8AH;ÀCLN}GHQ�C
äUGHAH47a�G/N¿Q:D}4%;\M¿ã�6�ÚJCEa
;|âJa�Z[;\C
A]4%A]a]Z<T'6�G8AH?Ba�GH?[AHCv;\M
G8Z[C�âBAH6�G'aE4:68C�6�G8?BN¿T7à Ö 624èA8CL6�? × GEKXü@ð ü ü ûRýÂá8á�Csä<GHAH47a�G8CLNéóK�
��ÚB4%;\AH62Q Ü asQ7MBasCEÚ¿GH6
A8CE`74%A]N¿CLN�476�ÚB4%A8G_Q Ü N[Q:D}4%;\M¿ã�6�ÚJCEa
;|âÈa/ZB;ÀCEAH4:AHa]Z<T26�G8AH?Ba�GH?[AHC Ü A8Q7D GHCsä<G�asQ7A8ÚB?B6
à��¤ÚB4%;\A]6
Q:?¿G/Q Ü GHZ[C
D ZB4SØ7C�Q¿a
a
?[AHA8CLNF;ÀM�G8Z[C@asQ7MBasCEÚ¿G�Z[;\C
A]4%A]a]Z<T'a
Q:MB6�G8AH?BasG8CEN0ÙUT'GHZ[Cv?È6�CEA�4:MBN
ZB4SØ:C�M[Q:G_Q¿a
a
?[A8AHCEN';\MFG8Z[C�G8AH;ÀDFDFCENFDFQ¿N¿C × àUW/ZB4YG_;�6EK%G8ZBC
TF4%MBNFDFQ¿N¿;ÀâÈa
4%G8;\Q:MB6_ÙUT�G8ZBC
?B6�CEA@Û�CEA8C'684:D'C7àÈá G�68Z[QYÛ�6�G8ZB4%G@ü¤ð üvü ûRýÉá8á�a
4:MèD}4%97C2?B68C Ü ? × 68?[`7`:CE6�G8;\Q:MÈ6�4%ÙJQ:?[G
N¿Q:D}4%;\M¿ã�6�ÚJCEa
;|âJa�Z[;\C
A]4%A]a]Z<Tv6�G8AH?Ba�GH?[A8C�?B68;ÀM[` a
4:MBN¿;�N[4YGHC Ü Q7ARGHZ[C
DùC
äUGHAH47a�GHCEN Ü AHQ:DøG8C
ä<G
asQ:AHÚ[?B6EàãS�?¿G�GHZ[C}AH4%G8C}Q Ü 6H4%DFC}6�?B`:`:CL6uGH;ÀQ7MB6¤4:6@DFQ¿N¿;ÀâÈa
4%G8;\Q:MºÙ<T5GHZ[C0?B68C
A¤;�6�4%ÙJQ:?[G
õ�=�ï � ë óK�
�7÷�4%MBN�;�6/M[Q%G�`7QUQ¿N�àBò¿QBK¿Û�C¤ZB4SØ:CvG8Q};\DFÚ[A8QYØ7CvC
ä<G8A]4:a�GH;ÀQ7M�Q Ü aE4%MBN¿;�N[4%G8C:à
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ñãç�æ RúÀíKð," î?íXù¿ìZö�)$S¿ù®" ðZùHî?òéë!ì
W/Z[Cv?È6�CEA�Û�;ÀG8Z × CE`74 × 9<M[QYÛ × CEN¿`7C�N¿;�N0C
ØY4 × ?B4%G8;\Q:M�4:ÙÈQ7?¿G/Csä<G8A]4:asG8;\Q:M0Q Ü asQ:MÈasC
Ú[G�ÚB4:;ÀA]6Eà
O�Q%GHC�G8ZÈ4YG_GHZ[Cva
Q:MBa
C
Ú¿G�N¿CsâBMB;|GH;ÀQ7M�asQ7MB6uGHA8?Èa�G8CLNF;ÀMFGHZ[;�6�aE4:68C�6uGH?BN¿T';\6_Q:M × T Ü Q:A�GHZ[C ÚUõ
asQ:MÈasC
Ú[GH6@4:6 ;\M[Ú[?¿G¤GHC
AHDF6EK�4%MBNú;�6@M[Q%G G8Z[C}Û�ZBQ × C'a
Q:MBa
C
Ú¿G¤N¿CsâÈM[;|GH;ÀQ7MºÛ�Z[;\a]ZÞ6�ZBQ:? × N
ÙÈC�a
Q:MB6�G8AH?BasG8CEN Ü AHQ:D ��á�ò � à<W/Z[C�N¿C
GH4%; × Q Ü GHZ[C�C
ä<G8A]4:a�GHCENFasQ7MBasCEÚ¿G_ÚB4:;ÀA]6�;\MFG8Z[;�6_aE4:68C
6uGH?BN¿T�4:A8C@68Z[QYÛ�M�;\M�Wo4:Ù × C ÚÈà
Wo4%ä<Q7M[Q:DF;�a�Q:A!M[Q7M¿ãkGH4Yä¿Q7M[Q:DF;�a�A8C × 4%G8;\Q:MB68Z[;\ÚB6oCsä¿;\6�G8CLN�;\MXû:ô�= Ü A8Q7DøG8Z[C�GHQ:Ú2Q Ü G8ZBC

× ;�6uG Q Ü asQ7MBasCEÚ¿G�ÚB4:;ÀA]6�Û�;ÀG8Z5ZB;À`7Z5asQ:MUGHCsä<Gv68;ÀDF; × 4:A8;ÀGuT�ÙJCsGuÛ�C
CEM�G8Z[C'asQ:MÈasC
Ú[GH6EàJò<;\MBasC�4
asQ:MÈasC
Ú[G�ÚB4:;ÀA�Û�;ÀG8ZPZ[;À`7Z�a
Q:MUG8C
äUG/6�;\DF; × 4%AH;ÀGuT'ZÈ4:6/42ZB;À`7Z�ÚJQ76H6�;\Ù[; × ;ÀGuT'G8ZB4%G/;ÀG/ZB4:6/68Q:DFC
9U;\MBNPQ Ü A8C × 4%G8;\Q:MÄK[a
Q:MBa
C
Ú¿G�N[CsâBM[;ÀG8;\Q:MÈ6�a
4%MPÙJC × CLN�Ù<TPasQ:MÈ6�;�N¿C
AH;\M[`2GHZ[CE68C@ÚB4%;\A]6
à
W/Z[C@Ú[A8Q7Ù × C
D}6/Q:Ù¿G]4%;\M[CEN Ü AHQ:D GHZ[;�6�a
476�C@6uGH?BN¿TP4%AHCvGHZ[C Ü Q ×\× QYÛ�6
à

T þ��Éþ��Ù$ 	Þ� ���	�
� 
�� �VU �û��þ�%��!
Ýßø W/Z[AHCE68Z[Q × NÊQ Ü G8ZBC�a
Q:MUG8C
ä<GF68;ÀDF; × 4:A8;ÀGuTÊa]ZB4:M[`:CL62;\M
Cså>CEa�GH;ÀØ7C@ØS4 × ?BCvÛ�;ÀG8ZPCE47a]Z�N¿Q7DF4:;ÀMRàUá G�;�6�ZB4%A]N}GHQ'68CsG�?[Ú�G8Z[C@DFQ76�G/Cså>CEa�GH;ÀØ7CvØY4 × ?[C@;\M
4:N¿ØY4%MÈasC:àÀ�X;À`7?[A8C¤ó7ó�;�6�G8ZBC�A8C × 4%G8;\Q:MFÙJCsGuÛ�C
C
M0G8Z[C�M<?[D�ÙÈCEAH6_Q Ü G8ZBC�Csä<GHAH47a�G8CLNFasQ:MÈasC
Ú[G
ÚB4%;\AH6�4:MBN�A8CLa
4 ×\× 4%MÈN�Ú[AHCEa
;\68;\Q:MP;ÀMPG8ZB;\6�aE4:68C 6�G8?ÈN¿T:à
W �Eþ#��	 X ���"�Ú	�
"� 
Û�á�ZYó
���=þ�� �\[ þ�Ýß�"�Ú	�
"� ��Q:MBa
C
Ú¿G�68ÚÈCLas;ÀâÈa
4%G8;\Q:MÞG8CEDFÚ × 4%G8CL6¤ZB4SØ:C'Q:M × T
asQ:MÈasC
Ú[G�ÚB4%;\AH6!ÙÈ4:68CEN'Q:M'G8ZBC�asQ:MUGHCsä<G_6�;\DF; × 4%AH;ÀGuT:KY;ÀG_A8CLêU?[;ÀAHCE6�6�G8; ×\× Z[;\`:Z}asQU6uG�GHQ�6�ÚJCEa
; Ü T
A8C × 4%G8;\Q:MB68Z[;\ÚB6�ÙJCsGuÛ�C
CEMçGHZ[C
D�à�á G�;\6PM[CECEN¿CLNçGHQÅ68?[Ú[ÚJQ:A8G�6�ÚJCEa
;|âÈaE4YGH;ÀQ7M Q Ü asQ:MÈasC
Ú[G
A8C × 4%G8;\Q:MB68Z[;\ÚB6�Q:MPG8Z[;�6�68T¿6uGHC
D ;\MPG8Z[C Ü ?¿GH?[AHC¤Û�Q7A89>à
] $_^�	��"�û	Þ���ò
Û�Q` �ûÝ��Ú	 ��ÝOþaU!þ��Ù$ 	Þ� 
"Ýß
#�"� �BQ:AXCsä[4%DFÚ × C:K
G8Z[C�G8CEA8D <%G8A]4%MB68DF;\6H6�;\Q:M!<�;�6o?B6�CLN
;ÀMúGuÛ�Q�DFCE4%MB;ÀM[`U6
K6<%G8A]4%MB68DF;\6H6�;\Q:M-ï·Q Ü `:Q<Q¿N[6H÷�<�4:MBND<%G8A]4%MB68DF;\6H68;ÀQ7MÊï·Q Ü asQ7D'D�?[M[;�a
4%ã
G8;\Q:MÈ÷�<[KR;\MÞG8Z[C�4%A8G8;�a × C:KÄÙ[?[G�ü@ð ü ü ûRýùá8á@a
Q:MB68;�N¿C
A]6 G8Z[CL6�C0G8C
AHD}6�4:6¤G8Z[C�6H4%DFC04:MBN
asAHCE4YGHCE6��ÞQ:A]NBò<ÚB47asC@4:6�;|G�;�6
à[W/ZBC
AHC Ü Q:AHC@asQ:MÈ6uGHA8?BasG8CLN0Ø:CLa�GHQ:A/Csä¿Ú[AHCE6H6�;\Q:M�DF4ST�M[Q%G�ÙJC
Csä[4:asGEà:á�M�Q:A]N¿C
A�GHQ�Csä<GHAH47a�G_DFQ:AHC�?B68C Ü ? × asQ7MBasCEÚ¿G_ÚB4:;ÀA]6EK768C
D}4%MUG8;�a�68ÚÈCLas;�4 × ;O�L4YGH;ÀQ7M'Q Ü 4
D2? × G8;�6�CEMB68CvÛ�Q:A]NF;\6�M[CLasCL686H4%AHT:KU4%MBN�;|G�6�ZBQ:? × N0ÙJC a
Q:MB68;�N¿C
AHCENFGHZB4YG�G8ZBC9Ú:ãk`7AH4:DF6�Û�;|GHZ
684:D'C¤4:Ú[ÚÈCL4%A]4%MBa
C 4:MBN�N¿;ÀåJCEA8CEM7G�DFCE4:M[;\M[`}4%AHC@N[;|å>C
AHC
MUGäÚ%ã `:A]4%D}6Eà
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á�MÊG8ZBC�AHCE68CE4:AHa]Zº?B68;ÀMB`èØ:CEA8Ù[ãkQ7A8;\C
MUG8CLNºDFCsG8ZBQ<NÄKoGHZ[CPA8C × 4%G8;\Q:MÊQ Ü 45Ø:CEA8Ù-4%MBN¾MBQ:?[MB6
D'Q¿N¿;ÀâBCLNéÛ�;|GHZë;|G�;�60N¿CL68a
A8;\ÙJCEN�K_4:MBN-G8Z[CúasQ:MÈasC
Ú[G�N¿CsâBMB;|GH;ÀQ7Më;\60a
Q:MB6�G8AH?BasG8CEN Ü AHQ:D
G8Z[CL6�CP;ÀM Ü Q:AHDF4%G8;\Q:M ï�C:à `Bà�ñ ��4%ZBMÞóLô:ô��LöÁ÷sàXá�Møñ �B4%?BA8C¤4%MÈN�OgfCEN¿C ×À× CEa'óLô:ô:ôLö KXGH4%ä<Q7M[Q:DF;�a
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Abstract. According to a proposal by Tim Berners-Lee, the World Wide Web 
should be extended to make a Semantic Web where human understandable con-
tent is structured in such a way as to make it machine processable. Central to 
this conception is the establishment of shared ontologies, which specify the 
fundamental objects and relations important to particular online communities. 
Normally, such ontologies are hand crafted by domain experts. In this paper we 
propose that certain techniques employed in data mining tasks can be adopted 
to automatically discover and generate ontologies. In particular, we focus on the 
conceptual clustering algorithm, COBWEB, and show that it can be used to 
generate class hierarchies expressible in RDF Schema. We consider applica-
tions of this approach to online communities where recommendation of assets 
on the basis of user behaviour is the goal, illustrating our arguments with refer-
ence to the Smart Radio online song recommendation application. 

1   Introduction 

Tim Berners-Lee has proposed and extension to the existing World Wide Web known 
as the Semantic Web (Berners-Lee, 1998, Berners-Lee et al, 2001). Most of the Web’s 
existing content is designed to be read and understood by humans, and cannot readily 
be parsed and processed by software agents. The central idea behind the Semantic 
Web is to develop and use machine-understandable languages for the expression of 
the semantic content of Web pages. This promises to enhance the ability of software 
agents to navigate the Web’s information space and carry out tasks for humans, with-
out the need for sophisticated artificial intelligence. 

Central to the Semantic Web project is the concept of an ontology. Web pages are 
conceived of as being composed of statements relating objects. The denotations of the 
terms making up the statements need to be fixed relative to a particular universe of 
discourse, which is represented in an ontology. The ontology codifies a shared and 
common understanding of some domain. An ontology is usually constructed by 
domain experts. In this paper, we examine the possibility of generating ontologies 
automatically using hierarchical conceptual clustering, and consider certain online 
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communities where such methods are highly appropriate, since there is no existing 
conceptualisation of the site resources. It is important to emphasis at this point that we 
are concerned with generating ontologies from behavioural and usage data relating to 
resources of interest, rather than from the free text data that might be found on web 
pages. 

Since we aim to demonstrate how this technique may be practically implemented, 
we first present an overview of some of the technologies being used to build the 
Semantic Web, focusing in particular on how basic ontologies can be represented 
using RDF Schema (Brickley and Guha, 2000). In subsequent sections we discuss the 
concept formation system, COBWEB (Fisher, 1987), and demonstrate how the 
concept hierarchies discovered by this algorithm can be represented as ontologies with 
RDF Schema. We conclude with a discussion of the application of this approach to 
online communities - dealing in particular with the Smart Radio system (Hayes and 
Cunningham, 2000), developed as a test bed for our ideas - and point to some further 
research directions.     

2   Implementing the Semantic Web 

The Uniform Resource Identifier (URI)1 provides the foundation for the Web, since it 
allows us to give any object or concept a uniquely identifying name. URIs are 
decentralized, in the sense that no one person or organisation controls their defintion 
and use. Since anyone can create a URI, we inevitably end up with multiple URIs 
representing the same thing, so it is important for the Semantic Web to provide a 
means for resolving names correctly. 

This is provided for in the use of an ontology, which usually takes the form of a 
taxonomy defining classes and relations among them. The meaning of terms can now 
be resolved if they point to particular ontologies, and if equivalence relationships are 
defined between ontologies.   

The Resource Description Framework (RDF)2 provides a means for software agents 
to exchange information on the Web. It defines a simple model for describing 
relationships between Web resources in terms of properties and their values. However, 
RDF itself provides no means of declaring such properties. This task is left to RDF 
Schema, which can be used to represent simple ontologies. 

RDF can be written using XML tags, but it is important to note that XML is not 
sufficient for building the Semantic Web. XML facilitates the arbitrary creation of 
tags that can be used to annotate Web pages. If a programmer knows in advance what 
these tags signify, then it is possible for her to write software to process these Web 
pages automatically. However, in the absence of such knowledge, it is not possible to 
write such programs, since XML builds no semantics into its structures. RDF, on the 
other hand, encodes machine-processable structures into its statements. An RDF 

                                                           
1 See http://www.w3.org/Addressing/ for an overview of naming and addressing schemes used 

on the World Wide Web. 
2 See http://www.w3.org/RDF/. 
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statement consists of a triplet, which asserts that a particular thing has a certain prop-
erty with a certain value. For example, the sentence 

 

Ora Lassila is the creator of the resource
http://www.w3.org/Home/Lassila.

 
can be represented in RDF by 

 
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<rdf:RDF

xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:s="http://description.org/schema/">
<rdf:Description

about="http://www.w3.org/Home/Lassila">
<s:Creator>Ora Lassila</s:Creator>

</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF> 

 
The RDF Schema defines a collection of RDF resources that can be used to 

describe properties of other RDF resources that define application-specific RDF 
vocabularies. The RDF Schema type system is similar to the type systems of object-
oriented programming languages such as Java. For the purposes of this paper, it is 
sufficient to present this system in the context of an example. Consider the following 
class hierarchy. We first define a class MotorVehicle. We then define three subclasses 
of MotorVehicle, namely PassengerVehicle, Truck and Van. We then define a class 
Minivan which is a subclass of both Van and PassengerVehicle. In representing this 
hierarchy we must make use of some core classes and properties defined by RDF 
Schema. In particular: all things being described by RDF expressions are called 
resources, and are considered to be instances of the class rdfs:Resource; when a 
resource has an rdf:type property whose value is some specific class, we say that the 
resource is an instance of the specified class; when a schema defines a new class, the 
resource representing that class must have an rdf:type property whose value is the 
resource rdfs:Class; the rdfs:subClassOf property specifies a subset/superset relation 
between classes. Our example class hierarchy is therefore represented by the following 
diagram: 
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Fig. 1 Class Hierarchy for MotorVehicle class and its subsets (Brickley and Guha, 
2000)   

   
 
This model can be rendered in XML as follows: 
 
<rdf:RDF xml:lang="en"

xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-
ns#"

xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#">

<rdf:Description ID="MotorVehicle">
<rdf:type resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-

schema#Class"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-

schema#Resource"/>
</rdf:Description>

<rdf:Description ID="PassengerVehicle">
<rdf:type resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-

schema#Class"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#MotorVehicle"/>

</rdf:Description>

<rdf:Description ID="Truck">
<rdf:type resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-

schema#Class"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#MotorVehicle"/>

</rdf:Description>
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<rdf:Description ID="Van">
<rdf:type resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-

schema#Class"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#MotorVehicle"/>

</rdf:Description>

<rdf:Description ID="MiniVan">
<rdf:type resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-

schema#Class"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#Van"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#PassengerVehicle"/>

</rdf:Description>

</rdf:RDF>

3. Hierarchical Conceptual Clustering  

Data mining is the extraction of implicit, previously unknown, and potentially useful 
information from data. The objective is to build computer programs that automatically 
detect regularities or patterns in databases. Useful patterns, if found, should generalise 
to make accurate predictions on future data. Thus, the final objective of data mining 
activity is knowledge discovery. 

  Machine learning provides the technical basis of data mining. It is used to extract 
information from the raw data in databases. The process is one of abstraction in order 
to find patterns. Usually, we also require that the system should provide us with an 
explicit structural description, so as to provide the observer with an explanation of 
what has been learned and an explanation of the basis for new predictions. 

Clustering is a data-mining task that has at its goal the unsupervised classification 
of a set of objects. Classification is unsupervised in the sense that there are no a priori 
target classes used during training. Clustering techniques rely on the existence of some 
suitable similarity metric for objects. Clustering algorithms may be classified 
according to a number of criteria. Some are distance-based and describe clusters 
purely by enumerating their members, while others represent the clusters by means of 
a description. This description may take the form of a set of necessary and sufficient 
conditions for membership of a given cluster, or it may be a probabilistic description 
where no such set of conditions is tenable. Furthermore, a set of clusters may be “flat” 
in the sense that no cluster is “contained” in any other cluster, or it may be 
hierarchical, providing a taxonomy of clusters with definite relationships between 
them.  

COBWEB is an incremental conceptual clustering algorithm with represents 
concepts probabilistically. It was initially inspired by research on basic level effects. 
For example, humans can typically verify that an item is a bird more quickly than they 
can verify the same item is an animal, vertebrate, or robin. Thus, the concept of birds 
is said to reside at the basic level. COBWEB’s design assumes that principles which 
dictate basic concepts in humans are good heuristics for machine concept formation as 
well. 
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COBWEB is designed to produce a hierarchical classification scheme. It carries out 
a hill-climbing search - which consists of taking the current state of the search, 
expanding it, evaluating the children, selecting the best child for further expansion, 
etc, and halting when no child is better than its parent – through a space of schemes, 
and this search is guided by an heuristic measure called category utility. 
The category utility metric was originally developed by Gluck and Corter (1985) to 
predict the basic level in human classification categories. In adopting it as a criterion 
for evaluating concept quality in AI systems, Fisher notes that it can be viewed as a 
function that rewards traditional virtues held in clustering generally – similarity of 
objects within the same class, and dissimilarity of objects in different classes.  
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COBWEB performs its hill-climbing search of the space of possible taxonomies 
and uses category utility to evaluate and select possible categorisations. It initialises 
the taxonomy to a single category whose features are those of the first instance. For 
each subsequent instance, the algorithm begins with the root category and moves 
through the tree. At each level it uses CU to evaluate the taxonomies resulting from:  

 
1. Classifying the object with respect to an existing class. 
2. Creating a new class. 
3. Merging: combining two classes into a single class.  
4. Splitting: dividing a class into several classes. 

 4. Ontology generation using COBWEB 

We propose that COBWEB may be used to automatically generate ontologies. Let us 
consider the following artificial and simple example. We have a domain consisting of 
only four resources, namely, the following four cells: 

 

 
Fig. 2 The four cells to be clustered by COBWEB. (Gennari et al, 1989, Luger and 
Stubblefield, 1998) 

 
COBWEB generates the following hierarchy of concepts:  
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Fig. 3 The concept taxonomy produced by COBWEB. (Gennari et al, 1989, Luger and 
Stubblefield, 1998) 

 
 
Just as in our previous example, we can represent this hierarchy in RDF Schema 

with a diagram: 
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Fig. 4 The Class Hierarchy corresponding to the COBWEB concept taxonomy 

 
 
The actual XML looks like this: 
 

<rdf:RDF xml:lang="en"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-

ns#"
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#">

<rdf:Description ID="C1">
<rdf:type resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-

schema#Class"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-

schema#Resource"/>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description ID="C2">
<rdf:type resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-

schema#Class"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#C1"/>

</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description ID="C3">
<rdf:type resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-

schema#Class"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#C1"/>

</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description ID="C4">
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<rdf:type resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-
schema#Class"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#C1"/>

</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description ID="C5">
<rdf:type resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-

schema#Class"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#C3"/>

</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description ID="C6">
<rdf:type resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-

schema#Class"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#C3"/>

</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>

5. Applications 

Now we turn to the question of an application for this approach to ontology 
generation. We will discuss this in the context of Smart Radio, which is a web-based 
song recommendation system that relies on users' ratings of songs. The user builds 
playlists consisting of ten songs that they choose from the database. They may then 
listen to the songs and rate them on a scale of one to five, where one indicates a strong 
dislike for song, and five indicates a strong liking.  

 

 
 

Fig. 5 An example Smart Radio playlist showing the songs rated by the user.  

 
This results in something like the following matrix of values: 
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Table 1.  Smart Radio data showing how users have rated songs. 

 Song 1 Song 2 Song 3 Song 4 Song 5 Song 6 
User 1 5 2  4 2  
User 2 2 5 1  2 5 
User 3 1 1 5   3 
User 4     4 2 
User 5 3 1 5 5   
User 6  4 1 1 5 3 
User 7 1   1   
User 8  3 1 4 1 5 

 
The Smart Radio system currently relies solely on Automated Collaborative Filter-

ing (ACF) to make recommendations. We are experimenting with using knowledge 
discovery techniques to enhance the quality of these recommendations. In particular, 
we have employed the COBWEB algorithm to generate a hierarchy of concepts. To 
do this, we define a song to be good for a user if and only if she gives that song a 
rating of 4/5 or more; below this, the song is bad for the user. Then, we characterise 
each song in the database as an object with the same number of attributes as there are 
users in the database. Each attribute can take on the value good or bad according to 
how the user rated the song. The following is an example song object, where question 
marks symbolise missing values: 
 
good bad ? ? good ? good ? ? ? ? ? ? ? good ? ? ? ? ? ?
? ? good ? ? ? ? ? good bad ? ? ? ? good good ? ? ? bad
? ? bad ? bad good ? ? ? bad ? bad ?

 
When COBWEB is run on the complete set of these objects, we acquire a hierarchy 

of clusters and associated probabilistic descriptions. An example cluster, arbitrarily 
named ‘C112’, is presented below: 

 

['Break On Through (To The Other Side)', 'Mr Tambourine
man', 'Say hello wave goodbye', 'Hallelujah', 'Unfin-
ished Sympathy', 'Where The Wild Roses Grow', 'Please
Forgive Me', 'The Girl From Ipanema', 'Gin Soaked Boy',
'Street Spirit (Fade Out)', "La Femme D'Argent", 'Right
Here, Right Now', 'Redemption Song']

 
We can then go on to translate the output of COBWEB into a class hierarchy that 

can be rendered in RDF Schema as outlined above.  
The advantages of this approach to this sort of domain is best discussed in light of 

the fundamental goal of the Semantic Web project, which is to create ‘an environment 
where software agents roaming from page to page can readily carry out sophisticated 
tasks for users’ (Berners-Lee et al, 2001). In the context of an online music commu-
nity, one of these tasks is going to be the recommendation of songs to users. A user 
might, for example, request that an agent finds her new songs similar to those she has 
liked in the past. Or she might request that new songs be provided which are some-
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what dissimilar to those that she has previously encountered, but which she may 
nevertheless like. An ontology facilitates the fulfilment of these requirements, because 
similar songs will fall under the same concept, and degrees of similarity/dissimilarity 
will hopefully be captured in the relationships between concepts. 

The usual way of creating an ontology is for domain experts to establish the fun-
damental concepts, objects, relations, etc, which exist for a given community. This 
presupposes that these ontological elements can be uncovered a priori. However, in 
domains such as that of Smart Radio, it is not at all clear that any a priori analysis by 
a team of experts could yield the sort of concepts important to recommendation tasks. 
While songs may be categorised according to artist, and while to a much lesser extent, 
genres and sub-genres may be employed, this approach is inadequate, since it does not 
account for the fact that many people like songs that are widely divergent according to 
the artist and genre criteria. By using such algorithms as COBWEB to cluster songs 
based on user ratings, we hope to discover structures more truly reflective of the simi-
larities and dissimilarities between songs. We need only evaluate the resulting concep-
tual structures in terms of their impact on recommendations, and we need not worry 
that users may be unable to articulate the hypothesised perceived similarities and dis-
similarities between songs. Furthermore, we do not expect that the discovered concep-
tual hierarchy will map onto any existing and already familiar network of human con-
cepts. Rather, we expect to discover structures that it was never feasible for human 
experts to detect. 

A further advantage conferred by the automatic generation of ontologies using 
COBWEB and related systems is that such concept formation algorithms are incre-
mental, in the sense that observations are not processed en masse. There is a stream of 
objects, which is processed over time. In the case of Smart Radio, this means that the 
conceptual hierarchy can automatically evolve over time as new songs are added to 
the database, and as new users join the system. This is something that would be very 
costly if human experts were involved, and yet such a capacity to evolve over time is 
essential to a constantly expanding online community resource. 

Finally, we may wonder at how such automatically generated ontologies, which do 
not map onto any existing human understandable ontologies, can fulfil the requirement 
for interoperability across web sites. So far, we have considered how one online com-
munity can be held together and enhanced by such ontologies, but we now turn to a 
consideration of how other online communities with similar assets (in this case, songs) 
could exchange information, via agents, with our site. In traditional ontology engineer-
ing, collaboration is required between the people who run Web sites and online com-
munities. It is no different in the case where we are employing automatic ontology 
generation techniques. The only difference is that it is not human beings who collabo-
rate, but, rather, machines. If the Smart Radio database is accessible to a COBWEB-
based agent, and another, different, database of songs and user ratings from a hypo-
thetical Smart Radio II, is also accessible to the same agent, then there would be no 
problem in that agent constructing, maintaining, and evolving a shared ontology for 
both sites. The only limitation is that the agent must be able to understand the struc-
ture of all such databases. Collaboration requires a set of standards and conventions 
for the construction or description of such databases, and such collaboration is entirely 
within the spirit of the Semantic Web project.  
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Summary and conclusion 

We have discussed how hierarchical clustering algorithms may be employed to auto-
matically construct basic ontologies, and illustrated this in the context of COBWEB 
and RDF Schema. We have argued that such an approach is highly appropriate to 
domains where no expert knowledge exists, or where it proves inadequate, and have 
gone on to propose how we might employ software agents to collaborate, in place of 
human beings, on the construction of shared ontologies. This benefits recommenda-
tion tasks, in particular, by allowing for the evolution of concept hierarchies which do 
not match any articulated human conceptual structures, but which are, hopefully, 
closely reflective of the criteria that people employ in rating online assets. If the task 
of Semantic Web project is to render human understandable resources processable by 
machines, we might say that the task envisaged here is to extend the resources proc-
essable by machines beyond the domain of human understanding – but always with a 
view to helping humans carry out their online tasks. 
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1 Introduction

Although man-made annotations are considered as the main ‘knowledge fuel’ for
the Semantic Web, the majority of existing commercial pages are still poorly
equipped with any kind of metadata, never mind the forthcoming standards
such as the RDF syntax or the Dublin Core semantics. Information Extraction,
relying on characteristic patterns in text, can be applied even on such ‘legacy’
pages, in order to obtain metadata containing, for example, the names, types,
and domains of activity of the WWW subjects (companies).

The two decades of development of Information Extraction techniques have
shown that extraction patterns applicable on real-world, unstructured text data
cannot be satisfactorily prepared by hand; instead, Machine Learning (ML) be-
came the enabling technology. The common assumption in ML-based Informa-
tion Extraction is that the training cases are chunks of text pre-labelled by a
human indexer. This is acceptable for domain-specific resources with limited
vocabulary and more-or-less conventional structure, such as computer science
department pages [2] or housing advertisement pages [7]. However, if we proceed
to broad categories such as ‘pages of companies offering products or services’, the
number of training cases needed will explode, the acquisition of text fragments
becomes difficult, and their manual labelling simply infeasible. Yet, there is a
promising resource of web data that has already undergone a process of human
indexing, of a sort: web directories such as Open Directory or Yahoo!

In this paper, we analyse the possibility of reusing the knowledge embedded
in the structure of the directories in order to obtain labelled training data for
Web Information Extraction with limited human effort. In section 2 we show
the results of preliminary experiments consisting in mining the fragments of web
pages, obtained with the help of web directory information, for indicator terms
usable for subsequent extraction of semantic information from other pages. In
section 3 we outline an ontology of web directories, and suggest the way it can
be used to refine the above process. In section 4, our approach is compared to
some other projects. Finally, in section 5, we summarise our plans for the future.
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2 Mining Indicator Terms through Directory Headings

Our assumption is that the directory headings (such as ... /Manufacturing
/Materials/Metals/Steel/...) coincide with the generic names of products
and services—let us nickname them informative terms in this paper—offered by
the owners of the pages referenced by the respective directory page. By matching
the headings with the page fulltexts, we obtain sentences that contain the infor-
mative terms. The terms situated near the informative terms in the structure of
the sentence are candidates for indicator terms, provided they occur frequently
on pages from various domains. The resulting collection of indicator terms can,
conversely, play the role of ‘extraction patterns’ for discovering informative terms
in previously unseen pages.

The knowledge asset embedded in web directories is the judgement of human
indexers who have assigned the pages under the particular heading(s). Naturally,
informative terms on the page need not always correspond to the existing direc-
tory headings, e.g. due to synonymy. As consequence, our method will extract
(without the help of a thesaurus) only a fraction of the sentences with informa-
tive terms. This however does not disqualify the method, since, in this training
phase, we aim at discovering indicator terms rather than at identifying the in-
formative terms themselves. The small degree of completeness of the method is
actually compensated by the hugeness of the material available1 in the direc-
tories. Namely, the ‘Business’ subhierarchy of Open Directory (www.dmoz.org),
which we have exploited in our experiments, points to approx. 150,000 pages
overall, each of these containing the ‘heading’ terms (from the referencing node
or one of its ancestors) in two sentences, on the average.

We have tested the training phase of our method on a sample of 14,500
sentences2 containing the ‘heading’ terms. The syntactical analysis has been
carried out using the Link Grammar Parser [6]. The verbs which occurred the
closest (in the parse tree) to informative terms have been counted, and arranged
into a frequency table. In Table 1, the essence of the table is shown, mostly
featuring verbs that are likely to be associated with the informative terms (e.g.
‘our assortment includes...’, ‘we manufacture...’, ‘in our shop you can buy...’).
The table contains only the verbs that occurred in at least 50 sentences3. We
hope to build a more comprehensive collection using a larger sample of pages.
Furthermore, the plain verbs (in particular ‘to be’, which has no significance
of its own) can be extended to more complex phrases, again via selecting the
neighbouring terms with frequent occurrence.

1 As we dispense with manual labelling, processing a larger sample of data is merely
the matter of computer time/storage.

2 I.e. about 5% of the total of such sentences.
3 In this display, they are however not arranged according to the relative frequency
of occurrence in the neighbourhood of the informative term (Pn), but according to
the ratio of this frequency to the relative frequency of occurrence in the whole of the
extracted, possibly compound, sentence (Ps). This visibly pushes down the universal
verbs such as ‘to be’.
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Pn/Ps Verb Pn Ps
2.23 includes 0.0048 0.0021
2.20 manufacture 0.0038 0.0017
2.17 buy 0.0038 0.0017
2.09 including 0.0057 0.0027
2.08 supply 0.0036 0.0175
1.96 offers 0.0119 0.0060
1.92 provides 0.0135 0.0070
1.92 offer 0.0200 0.0104
1.89 include 0.0062 0.0032
1.85 specializing 0.0051 0.0027
1.78 providing 0.0091 0.0051
1.70 specializes 0.0045 0.0026
1.66 specialize 0.0053 0.0032
1.56 using 0.0037 0.0024

Pn/Ps Verb Pn Ps
1.55 provide 0.0191 0.0122
1.40 use 0.0046 0.0033
1.39 sell 0.0039 0.0028
1.26 see 0.0046 0.0036
1.25 are 0.0740 0.0589
1.24 were 0.0042 0.0034
1.23 made 0.0040 0.0032
1.22 make 0.0066 0.0054
1.15 need 0.0053 0.0046
1.12 is 0.0988 0.0880
1.05 get 0.0043 0.0041
1.03 find 0.0060 0.0058
1.03 meet 0.0043 0.0041
1.00 related 0.0035 0.0035

Table 1. Frequent verbs in sentences containing the headings

3 Ontology of Web Directory Headings

As we have shown in the previous section, interesting pieces of information can
be extracted from web directories even without specific assumptions about the
nature of the heading terms. Nevertheless, we believe that only deeper ontological
analysis of the headings can bring the automated discovery of indicators to its
full potential, in particular for complex terms spanning across multiple levels of
headings. We will thus now outline an ontology of web directory headings.

The semantic information associated with the particular page, in the context
of a web directory, is defined by the sequence (or, several sequences, in the case
of a non-tree hierarchy) of headings preceding the node pointing to that page.
The headings essentially belong to one of the following classes:

1. ‘Entity’ terms (most often nouns), which correspond to real-world entities.
Note that their meaning may depend on the preceding terms: for example,
pages referenced by the node preceded by the subpath Cranes/Accessories
are likely to offer accessories for cranes but not clothing accessories. Never-
theless, the word ‘accessories’ can possibly be found on the page even without
the attribute ‘for cranes’, since the latter can be assumed by context.

2. ‘Property’ terms (most often adjectives), which correspond to properties of
entities. They are restrictive rather than descriptive, since they (usually)
restrict the scope of the immediately preceding ‘entity’ term to denote a
narrower class of entities. For example, the pages referenced by the node pre-
ceded by the (sub)path Telecommunications/Wireless can be viewed as
‘indexed’ by the compound term ‘wireless telecommunications’. The ‘prop-
erty’ term is completely dependent on the given ‘entity’ term, seeking it
independently on a page would be spurious.
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The ‘entity’ terms can be further refined to:

1. Subjects (active entities) such as Manufacturers, Publishers, or
Associations.

2. Objects (passive entities) such as Materials, Aircraft or Textiles.
3. Domains of activity such as Telecommunications or Publishing.

In addition, we can identify a common subclass of both object and domain,
which can be denoted as activity. An activity is a domain, since it fits into
the generality hierarchy of domains, but it is also an object, since it can be
viewed as a ‘commodity’ offered by a certain subject, e.g. Manufacturing or
Construction. Furthermore, a distinct feature of an activity is the aptitude of
being applied on an (other) object.
The diagram at Fig. 1 depicts the essence of the ontology. Boxes correspond

to classes, full edges to named relations, and dashed edges to the class-subclass
relationship. Reflexive binary relations are listed inside the respective boxes.

S applies A on O

Property

Subject

is-a

Object

is-a
is-part-of

Domain

is-subdomain-of

Activity

is-subactivity-of

Entity

P restricts E1 to E2

S is active in D

D is destination for O

S acts on O

Fig. 1. The ontology of web directory headings

Given the ontology, the method described in section 2 can be enhanced in
the following way:

1. Select the most promising paths and nodes in the directory structure.
2. Assign class labels to the headings from the selected paths, and arrange them
into a semantic network of relations.

3. Generate full-text queries based on the headings (and their classes), and
apply them on the pages to extract sentences.
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4. The mining of indicator terms could then be done separately for each class
of ‘entity’ terms, thus obtaining collections of ‘extraction patterns’ specific
for different type of information to be extracted.

The structure over the headings should enable to generate4 finer queries,
and thus to obtain a more comprehensive sample of training data for indicator
learning. As an example, given the path segment Cranes/Accessories, in which
both Cranes and Accessories were pre-classified as ‘objects’, and Cranes iden-
tified as ‘destination’ for Accessories, the training cases containing e.g. the
expression ’accessories for cranes’ might me the most desirable ones.

The importance of step 1 (selection) follows from the fact that step 2 (la-
belling) has to be done manually, but, in distinction to ‘classical’ labelling, a
single labelling action can lead to class (or, relation) assignment to several train-
ing cases. The efficiency of manual labelling is thus closely related to the number
of pages referenced by the node being labelled, as well as to the number of sen-
tences (from these pages) containing the headings. In order to obtain a high
‘assignments-to-actions’ ratio, we have to trade off the high number of pages
(for general headings close to the root, pertaining to huge subhierarchies) with
the higher number of sentences per page (for the headings close to the leaves,
which are better tuned to the page content, and even subsume several ‘ancestor’
terms). The parameters of the respective utility function could be determined in
the future.

4 Related Work

The common approach to overcome the lack of classified training examples in
text categorisation is to apply statistical techniques consisting in iterative auto-
mated labelling of unclassified examples based on a few classified ones (boot-
strapping, see [1], [4], [5]). So far, we have not considered such techniques, and
instead rely on the prior work of a human indexer of the web directory. While
directories have already been used for learning to classify whole documents [3],
their use for information extraction seems to be rather innovative.

Our work is actually rather similar to Brin [1], which targets on automated
discovery of extraction patterns using search engines. The patterns can be used
to find relations, such as books, i.e. pairs (author, title). The patterns are based
simply on characters surrounding the occurence of investigated relation. In com-
parison, we aim at finding less structured information, for which such simple pat-
terns wouldn’t be sufficient; we therefore search for linguistic indicators, which
are based on syntax analysis. (The indicators themselves can be thought of as
‘syntactic patterns’.)

4 We are currently working on a rewriting grammar that will automatically convert
the set of relational expressions on headings into a layered set of query terms.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have suggested a novel method for learning indicative terms, which can be,
in turn, used to extract important terms (in fact, meta-data) from web pages.
The source of learning cases is a web directory: thanks to the prior work of
human indexers of the directory, the burden of manual case labelling is either
completely removed, or significantly reduced. Preliminary results in a rather
restricted setting suggest that the method may be viable.

As we have mentioned in the end of section 2, we will soon extend the non-
interactive method of mining the indicators by searching forth in the parse trees,
beyond the neighbouring verb (in particular for the ‘unclear’ verbs). The accu-
racy on unseen pages also has to be thoroughly tested. Furthermore, the prospec-
tive use of the web directory ontology has been described in section 3.
Finally, we anticipate that best results could be obtained by combining our

reuse of human effort (with rather precise but incomplete results) with bootstrap-
ping techniques mentioned in section 4 (more complete but possibly imprecise),
in a more distant future.

The research has been partially supported by the grant no. 201/00/D045
(Knowledge model construction in connection with text documents) of the Grant
Agency of the Czech Republic.
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Abstract. We present in this paper a Machine Learning method de-
signed to predict preference knowledge in a multi-agent context. In the
first part we show some theoretical properties of our learning scheme and
then present an application of it to a corporate knowledge management
system.

1 Introduction

In this paper we will present some attempts to design a Machine Learning
method to predict preference knowledge in a multi-agent context. Here we define
preference knowledge as knowledge about a preference between elements of a set.

For instance, the documents found by a search engine on the web are ordered
according to a preference function computed from the user request. Thus, they
can be considered as ordered according to a preference relation.

The framework that gave birth to this work is a joint research project,
CoMMA1, dedicated to corporate memory management in an intranet. The
main objective of the project is to implement and test a Corporate Memory
management framework integrating several emerging technologies in order to
optimize its maintenance and ease the search inside it and the use of its content
by members of the organization.

The main challenge is to create a coherent system that relies upon several
promising new technologies which are in the middle of their struggle to become
standards:

– Multi-agent architecture: it is well suited to the heterogeneity of the Cor-
porate Memory; its flexibility eases the system maintenance and keeps the
rhythm with the dynamics and evolution of the Corporate Memory; coop-
erating and adaptive agents assure a better working together with the user
in his pursuit to more effectively achieve his goals. The FIPA standard, sup-
ported by the CoMMA project, offers the specifications for interoperable
intelligent multi-agent systems.

1 This work was supported by the CoMMA (Corporate Memory Management through
Agents) project [Con00] funded by the European Commission under Grant IST-1999-
12217, which started beginning of February 2000.
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– XML: is a standard recommended by the World Wide Web Consortium
intended to offer a human and machine understandable description language:
a good choice if it is important to ensure an easy maintenance, and seamless
flow through various information processing systems that are expected to
evolve in time.

– RDF/RDFS another W3C recommendation, that creates a semantic level
on the top of XML formal description. RDF annotations allow having an
integrated, global view of the Corporate Memory keeping untouched (in
terms of storage, maintenance) the heterogeneous and distributed nature of
the actual info sources. RDF also allows us to create a common ontology to
represent the enterprise model. The ontological commitment, a fundamental
choice in our approach to design the Corporate Memory, is motivated by our
belief that the community of corporate stakeholders is sharing some common
global views of the world that needs to be unified and formalized (RDFS)
to form the basis of the entire information system.

– Machine Learning Techniques make the system adaptive to the user, and
come even more naturally due to the previous choices, as presented in the
following section.

2 The use of Preference knowledge

Here we define preference knowledge as knowledge about a preference between
elements of a set. Such knowledge can be stated in various forms: a numerical
value assigned for each item, a total ordering relation, a partial ordering relation
or even a preordering of the set.

Logical models have been proposed to deal with such knowledge, some dealing
directly with the comparison abilities [Sch96] and others inspired from discrete
linear-time temporal logics [SR99].

It is generally admitted that a preference stands for an order that maybe
partial, even a preorder, but that it is often convenient to represent it by a
linear extension (which is a total order) or a numeric value compatible with the
known orderings.

Then, in terms of Machine Learning, different strategies may be used, de-
pending on the form of the preference knowledge.

2.1 Numeric labelling

A numeric labeling, i.e. a mapping of our set of examples into a set of real
numbers, is a convenient way to summarize a preference relation. Some Machine
Learning methods are available to learn numerical variables [Gas89,Bre96b,Bre96a].

Generally, the methods for learning to predict a numerical variable v measure
the quality of a predictive rule R by the standard deviation σ2(v) of the value
of the variable among the set of objects verifying the concept R to be tested.

Q(R, v) =
1

|R(x)true|

R(x)true∑
x

(v(x) − v̄)2
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The lower Q(R, v) is, the better R is to predict v, because the mean value of
v can be used with less error. With such criteria, any learning method will lead
to grouping several neighbour values around their mean. Then, the learnt rules
will not be very different from rules learnt from examples roughly rated with a
finite set of values.

2.2 The order relation

By definition, a binary relation, which we note /, is an order if it has the following
properties:

– reflexive x / x,
– transitive: if x / y and y / z, then x / z,
– antisymmetric: if x / y and y / x, then x = y.

Then, we can imagine to learn the binary relation by learning each of its
elements, that is, learn on each couple of objects (a, b) such that a / b. Then, let
us summarize the suitable properties of such a learning set for this approach to
work correctly.

First, if (a, b) with a / b is an example, then (b, a) is a counter-example.
Then, what happens to (a, a)? We can see that they would be both examples
and counter-examples, then it is better to consider the strict order relation, and
eliminate diagonal elements.

With these hypotheses, the description of an example is made of 2 parts: the
attributes which are modified between a and b, and those which keep the same
value. We can notice here that these attributes are the same as those involved
in the sorting tree of our examples.

Then, our method appears to be “half lazy”, in comparison with lazy learning
methods, like kNN or LWR [Aha92]. Our learned knowledge is partly explicit,
but in the classification step, we need to compare a new instance with several
elements of the learning set (maybe in a dichotomic way) to put it in the right
place.

2.3 Statistical evaluation criteria

Usually in Machine Learning, particularly for building of decision trees, the
learned classification rules are evaluated by their similarity to the desired clas-
sification.

We can use the same principle here, and we have two possible families of
criteria. If we can compute a rank for each element, the similarity is computed
by measuring the rank correlation to the expected ranking. Otherwise, each pair
must be given: then we use a pairwise comparison between the expected order
and the learnt order.

Several measures of similatity between 2 different orderings of the same data
have been proposed. In each case, one has to deal with tied elements.
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The Spearman rank order correlation The Spearman rank order correlation
rs is a correlational measure that is used when both variables are ordinal. The
traditional formula for calculating the Spearman rank-order correlation is

Corr(r, r′) = 1 −
6

∑i=n
i=1 (ri − r′

i)
2

n(n2 − 1)

where r and r′ are the ranks to compare of paired ranks. When there are tied
cases they should be assigned the mean of their ranks. The mean of the ranks
from p+1 to p+n is 1

n ( (n+p)(n+p+1)
2 − p(p+1)

2 ), which become after simplification
n+2p+1

2 .

The Kendall pairwise τ criterion When we have to compare each pair of
data, they can be classified as either tied (T), concordant (P), or discordant (Q).

The best measure for this case is Kendall’s τb which takes into account a
correction for tied pairs. Its formula is

τb =
P − Q√

(P + Q + Tx)(P + Q + Ty)

where Tx is the number of pairs tied on X but not Y, and Ty is the number
of pairs tied on Y but not X.

2.4 Verifying the consistency of the method

In the case we perform a pairwise learning of the order relation, we can notice
that a fundamental property, the transitivity, can be guaranteed by the learning
process itself, as we show below for a version space method [Mit97].

We can check that, if, for 3 examples the transitivity holds, then it is not
necessary to add the 3rd pair as example to learn the relation :

– let (a, b) = (a1 . . . an, b1 . . . bn) and (b, c) = (b1 . . . bn, c1 . . . cn). Then, S is of
the form L∧R, with the left part L as a generalisation of both a and b, and
the right part R of both b and c. Then, as L is a generalisation of a and R
of c, S is a generalisation of (a, c).

– with the same conventions, G has a disjunctive form whose elements reject
all the examples, then, if we represent any of its elements as L ∧ R. If (b,a)
and (c,b) are rejected, it means that L rejects b or R rejects a, and L rejects
c or R rejects b. But G must also be a generalisation of S.

Of course, this is only a scheme of the proof, and is, strictly speaking, only
available for version-space-like learning. In a more general case, like decision tree
learning, we can only make the hypothesis that it is true. We concluded that
we could learn directly a sorting rule (in a greedy way, like decision trees) and
evaluate the obtained rule with the τ criteria defined in section2.3.

Let us now describe more widely our application.
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3 Using preference in Knowledge Management

This section aims to present and discuss how our work on preference learning
fits into CoMMA project’s Knowledge Management System [Con00].

3.1 Getting the user profile

One of the advantages of an enterprise that should be exploited by such a corpo-
rate information management system is that the users (i.e. the employees) can
be known (their domains of interest/competence, their current activities/tasks).
This can be especially useful in some cases where users are likely to be over-
whelmed by the quantity of information to process and navigate themselves
through (new employees during accommodation, technology monitoring scien-
tists) who would appreciate personalized automated help in their process of
information retrieval. Nevertheless, using Machine Learning to reach this goal
can present some challenges. Some generic solutions are presented in [WPB01].

3.2 Using semantic annotations

Secondly, we have “human and machine understandable” semantic information
upon the corporate knowledge offered by the RDF formalization, based upon an
“enterprise ontology” (RDF schema).

The combination of these two sources of information can provide a rich
ground to infer knowledge about the users’ probable/possible preferences. This
combination is made possible due to the fact that we use the same RDF stan-
dard for formalizing the user profile; the same base ontology for the enterprise
and user models.

It can be imagined that the info combined from these sources form sets of
attributes that will be used as input for an ML mechanism.

In order to set up such a ML mechanism, there are two main tasks to com-
plete:

1. Getting and formalizing the information to be decomposed as attributes to
feed the ML mechanism.

2. Defining the ML methodology to process this info

3.3 Collecting the information to create a set of most meaningful
attributes

We will need to answer the following question: Why does a user prefer a docu-
ment?

In our attempt to give an example of some possible answers, we are gradually
going deeper and deeper into details in case of complex answers: The document
is interesting.

– Because it has been stated so:
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• By the user himself (the user has already seen the document, and “told”
the system, that he is interested in)

• By someone else (someone, maybe “close” to the user, wanted to share
a favorable opinion about a document)

– Because it concerns a topic close to the user’s interest fields:
• by the relation with the user:

∗ Personal interest fields
∗ Professional interest fields (known by his role in the enterprise)

• by the way they are obtained:
∗ Declared interest fields (the user has stated his interest documents

concerning a topic)
∗ Implied interest fields (the user is included in a community of interest

which is close to a topic)

The second question, that introduces the notion of temporality into the pref-
erence: Why does a user prefer a document at a given moment?

In other words, to make the difference from the first question: Why does a
user prefer a document at a given moment, and does not prefer it at another
moment?

– The document is interesting only if seen the first time (or the first few times)
– It is interesting during a certain period (when the user performs a certain

activity, etc.)

These answers are just some samples, one can think of many other possible
reasons. Though, we realize that it is a very important to find the right questions
and answers, that include the majority of possible situations. Indeed, getting the
right questions and answers and translating them into quantifiable attributes,
and making sure that the highest number of possible situations are observed is
a key to the success of such a learning mechanism, that may even outclass in
importance the chosen learning technique.

Nevertheless, we will present our approach in the Comma project to choose
some typical answers and attributes, but we keep more focused on the second
issue: the preference learning methodology.

3.4 Learning in the CoMMA system

After a short presentation of the design of the CoMMA system, this section
presents the multiagent interaction in which Machine Learning is performed in
CoMMA.

The chosen MAS consists of a society of coarse-grained agents, that fulfill in
general multiple roles, and are organized in a small number of functional sub-
societies. The MAS architecture was designed in order to optimize task-division,
flexibility and robustness of the system, and network layout (extensibility, scal-
ability, traffic optimization).

For the implementation of the prototype system, the Jade agent platform
was chosen, which is an Open Source Project developed by project partners,
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University of Parma and CSELT. Jade is a FIPA compliant agent platform,
implemented in Java, and has also the advantages of a wide opening towards
Internet and the Web, interoperability with other MAS-s, and future systems.

In the current status of implementation, the CoMMA system will help the
user in three main tasks:

– insertion and RDF annotation of documents,
– search of existing documents, and
– autonomous document delivery in a push fashion to provide her/him with

information about new interesting documents.

We have already experimented such an architecture in Network Supervi-
sion [EDQ96], with Machine Learning abilities [QEN97]. Here, for the Machine
Learning part, we choose to use the Weka open source Java library [WF99],
which enables us to experiment various learning methods and frameworks.

3.5 The learning agent

The first context to assess preference learning was chosen to be the document
retrieval scenario, via semantic annotations. The search engine used for docu-
ment retrieval in the CoMMA system is an inference engine called CORESE
[CDH00] developed by INRIA, one of the partners of the project. CORESE uses
Conceptual Graphs and combines the advantages of using the RDF language for
expressing and exchanging metadata, and the query and inference mechanisms
available in CG formalism. In order to produce inferences, CORESE exploits the
common aspects between CG and RDF: it defined a mapping from annotation
statements (RDF triples) to Conceptual Graphs and vice-versa.

One of the shortcomings of such a query retrieval engine is that there is no
standard method to sort the information returned, such as keyword frequency
in keyword-based search engines. The returned data set must be post-processed,
filtered and sorted to present the user with the relevant information. Here comes
the aid offered by our ML mechanism.

In the CoMMA system, information that feeds the ML comes from several
sources: The document sub-society (the annotations accompanying a query re-
sponse), the user sub-society (user monitoring and explicit user feedback), and
ontology sub-society (to help getting the ”meaning” of the results). And of course
the user profile. Therefore, the learning behavior was ”awarded” to the User Pro-
file Manager agent, which belongs to the connection dedicated sub-society, and
performs notably a role of middleman between agents. This decision was justi-
fied also by network traffic optimization reasons, especially because in reaction
to a user action (query), several interactions can be triggered between agents of
different roles.

For example, during a query retrieval, the main interactions are as described
in the following diagram.

In this scenario, the role of the ML component starts when the query an-
swers are collected and transmitted to the profile magager agent. First, the
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Archivist Archivist
...

User agents

Document agents

UPM

Query Processed answer

Identify user
Preprocess query:

enrich with information from 
the profile

Post-process answer:
Filter, sort using ML prediction

Analyze the response:
eventually create extra queries to 
collect more details for the ML

Distribute the query between archivists, then collect the answers

Enriched query Answer

Fig. 1. The main interactions in CoMMA during a query

semantic annotations are extracted and analysed. They are combined with the
relevant fields from the user profile in the attempt to compute the values of
the input attributes (such as the ones listed in the section about attributes). In
case the system finds that there could be more semantic annotations related to
the documents retrieved that could help in computing the input attributes, a
supplementary query can be formulated to retrieve them before going on with
processing and forwarding the answer.

The second step is to use the learnt preference measures to rank the docu-
ments and sort the answers list to be returned by these predictions.

3.6 The learning cycle

The goal of the ML component is to produce a set of rules that will be used to
produce predictions about user preferences. It can be supposed that the system
starts with a set of predefined rules, that will be gradually improved during the
process of adaptation to users (method known as theory refinement). Otherwise,
the system may start with an empty knowledge base, and will be undergo a
training period, to accumulate sufficient knowledge to allow its deployment.
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In our approach, user adaptability comes from both implicit observation of
the user (user monitoring subsystem), and explicit user feedback.

We use a ”predict-or-learn” type protocol, that is, when the input is coming
from query answers, the system tries to use its knowledge to predict, otherwise,
when the input comes from the user in the form of negative feedback, the system
tries to update its rules set.

3.7 A sample set of attributes

A sample set of attributes we used to create instances from the answers we
gave as examples to the question of preference is listed in the followings. These
attributes may not be the most relevant ones, or adapted to any case, we only
tried to make it diverse and for most of them restricted the scope as much as
possible for the sake of simplicity of our prototype.

Is the document related to the user’s role We suppose that the users,
depending on their roles, will be assigned certain interest fields, that will be
recorded in their profiles. Then, the documents can have a generic Concerns
property, that associates them with such topics. In this scenario, the notions like
Topic, Concerns, Interestedby, etc are defined as concepts in the ontology that
constitutes the basis of the enterprise model.

As an observation, the notion topic or interestfield is used in a general sense
to categorise documents.

Then we can extract this information from the user profile and document
annotation and combine them to create an instance attribute. We can define
this attribute as taking a binary value.

In a complete implementation it is likely that this relationship can be seen as
more complex and eventually be split into several attributes, and/or may take
a wider range of values.

Is the document related to the user’s COINs (communities of inter-
ests) This attribute reflects a further differenciation we have made in interest
topics when answering the preference question: topics can be assigned or chosen
by the user; inherited or inferred by the system, etc.

In the same conditions as for the attribute above, the attribute will take a
binary value, and in case we define relationships, we can use the same procedure
as above.

User experience at the company Since in our project addressing the New
Employee scenario is particularly focused upon, we considered important mak-
ing the system behave differently towards new versus experienced employees.
We have segmented the range of values so that this may take values such as:
lessthan1week, lessthan1month, lessthan2months, ... all these regarding the
novice user, and morethan3months (or simply emphexpert, or whatever the op-
posite for NE is). A tip for implementation, if such a segmentation is desired, is
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to define these intervals in the enterprise ontology, so it can adapt to its specific
needs.

The following subset of attributes are related to user monitoring.
In our example we have imagined a simple user monitoring scenario, that

supposes tracking each consultation of a document by the user, and building a
navigation history (or consultation trace).

Document last seen Usually it is important if a document was seen before
or not, and if it was then how long before. After extraction from the user’s
navigation history it should also be discretised into several intervals: ¡1hour,
¡1day, ¡1week, ... , never.

Average return frequency In certain cases the user may return more often
to a document, in other cases an information can only present interest when first
seen. This attribute may also tell something about the situation for the current
case. The value will also result from processing the navigation history, and it
would probably be enough to use some rough intervals (like once, small, large,
etc.)

Document category touch frequency It might present an interest to extend
the above attribute for categories the document belongs to. In this case the value
will be processed the same way as for the previous attribute. In case a specific
strategy for creating implicit communities of interest is envisaged, it should be
checked if there are possible conflicts with the use of this attribute.

The next attributes contain specific information about the particular docu-
ment being analysed:

The user’s rating for the document For some specific documents, the user
may explicitly wish to manifest his interest or non-interest. In this case the
user profile should allow storing this information. It is a general vote for the
document, and does not have the temporal aspect implied by the output of this
classifier.

Public ratings Sometimes a user would like to share his opinion about a doc-
ument with others. In this case it must be foreseen in the enterprise model so
that it may be stored in the form of an annotation, that can be used also by
our classifier. A method should be formalised to allow storing information about
people possibly interested about this opinion.

This was a list we used in our first trials. Once again we make the remark
that the list of attributes should be open, and checking the completeness and
exhaustiveness of it has to be an important and ongoing task. In other words,
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watching that the factors that contribute to a document being seen as more or
less relevant in a situation have been well captured, and that there are no other
decisive factors that were omitted, or can not be represented. Because in either
case, the system might make major mistakes in certain situations, whatever
learning algorithm was used.

3.8 Document ranking and sorting

In our case, the first goal is to sort documents in a query response by the order
of predicted user preference. The two principal strategies that can be used to
achieve that, are: grouping documents using numeric labeling or learning the
order relation (or the sorting rule).

For the first trial of our system, we choose to learn a rough labelling in a
finite set of classes (namely 5), to classify the documents retrieved by the system
after a user query. Then, we clearly fall in the first kind of strategy, whose goal
is not to obtain a fine grained ranking, but only a coarse grained rating.

This is equivalent to the use of numeric labeling, associating numeric values
from a finite set to categories of documents representing their importance. But
the drawback is that the system will not be aware of the semantic of the order
relation. And there is also a risk, that in case of large number of items to classify,
many of them will fall into the same class, and there will be no further means
to differentiate them.

On the other hand, if an order relation is used (either by pairwise learning
or by learning the sorting rules), we will have no distance measure to separate
the values. That is, to give an idea about for instance “how much a document
is more important then another”.

Then, a perspective for document retrieval systems of this kind can be to use
both methods in a complementary way:

1. in serial-coupling (one method used to pre-process, the second to post-
process)

2. in parallel (eventually in distinct agents) then putting together the results
and solving conflicts.

In order to evaluate the contribution of learning to the efficiency of the re-
trieval system, we have designed an experimental protocol. It consists on eval-
uating the learning step by comparing the use trace with and without learning,
in the various scenarii taken in account in the CoMMA system.

4 Conclusion

In the CoMMA project, the Machine Learning and user adaptability component
is one of the main features. In this paper we presented the advances that we have
made in this domain, especially focussing on the learning of preference data for
document retrieval.
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We proposed a specific method to learn preference data, and a framework to
experiment and evaluate it. The main choice we focus on does not only present
the usefulness of Machine Learning, but also tries to overcome some of the lim-
itations of semantic information retrieval systems.

In our opinion, the choice we made here will give interesting results during
the first trial we planned in the project, then allows an experimental evaluation
through feedback from the user.

The implementation is currently well advanced, and we begin to have some
experimental results.
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ARCH: An Adaptive Agent for Retrieval Based

on Concept Hierarchies

B. Mobasher

We present a client-side agent, named ARCH, for assisting users in one of
the most diÆcult information retrieval tasks, i.e., that of formulating an e�ec-
tive search query. The agent utilizes a hierarchically-organized semantic knowl-
edge base in aggregate form, as well as an automatically learned user pro�le,
to enhance user queries. In contrast to traditional methods based on relevance
feedback, ARCH assists users in query modi�cation prior to the search task. The
initial user query is (semi-)automatically modi�ed based on the user's interac-
tion with an embedded, but modular, concept hierarchy. The modular design of
the agent allows users to switch among the representations of di�erent domain-
speci�c hierarchies depending on the goals of the search. ARCH passively learns
a user pro�le by observing the user's past browsing behavior. The pro�les are
used to provide additional context to the user's information need represented by
the initial query. The full system also incorporates mechanisms for categorizing
and �ltering the search results, and using these categories for performing re-
�ned searches in the background. Preliminary experiments have shown that the
agent can substantially improve the e�ectiveness of information retrieval both
in the general context of the Web, as well as for search against domain-speci�c
document indexes.
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Utilising an Ontology Based Repository
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Abstract. Ontologies are important for providing a shared understanding of a
domain for web mining agents and other agents accessing the gathered informa-
tion. When the information access is decoupled from the mining process – for
example when building a semantic web server – an additional storage compliant
to the application ontology is needed. The COMRIS information layer was built
to serve that purpose for a system supporting conference participants. It is able
to provide permanent access to gathered or aggregated information suitable for
both, humans and software agents by providing FIPA ACL and HTML interfaces.

1 Introduction

The goal of the COMRIS project was to design an agent based conference support sys-
tem. Conference participants were equipped with a wearable electronic device that was
able to recognise other participants wearing a similar device. The purpose of the device
was to introduce participants toeach other, to filter requests and to provide background
information depending on the current context [1]. In order to perform its task, the agent
controlling the device needed background information during the short period of time a
certain context was valid: When a person has passed by, it is too late to introduce that
person.

The background information should be provided by a web mining process. Since
starting mining on demand seemed too slow for the given application, web mining was
already performed beforehand. The approach is similar to using web spiders for search
engines: If they were launched just when somebody enters a keyword, web searching
would not be really practical.

2 The Mining Task

The gathering agents enrich the conference information by gathering information from
different sources in the WWW. In our case, the agents just collect all information avail-
able about the registered conference participants, and new persons discovered in the
gathering process were not investigated further. The information was used to enrich
the knowledge about a person and its relations to other persons (e.g. co-author, project
partner).
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In the conference scenario, we were using three different types of gathering agents:
The CORDIS collector is able to query the CORDIS project database of the Euro-
pean Union, the KA (Knowledge Acquisition) and ILP (Inductive Logic Programming)
agents are able to query two different bibliography databases for the corresponding
community. Each agent takes into account the special structure of its source, but they
all stem from one generic agent. Together, the gathering agents are able to find European
projects the conference participants were involved in and most of their publications.

Before the actual start of the conference, a learning step was applied to informa-
tion gathered for a set of training persons. The Rule Discovery Tool (RDT [2]) of the
MOBAL machine learning system [3, 4] was used to learn indicators for a “may-want-
to-meet” relation between participants. While the learning step itself was performed
off-line, the rules learned were applied to the information gathered in the runtime sys-
tem, in order to create default instructions for the personal representation agents of the
participants.

3 Complex Mining Tasks require Ontologies

When operating on a highly structured information space, it is no longer sufficient to
just store words in a huge database. This is where the application ontology comes into
play. Both, gathering and application agents need a common language. Also, in order to
be able to perform the gathering beforehand, some kind of repository for the gathered
information is needed. For the COMRIS conference scenario, the amount of concepts to
be modelled, like participants, speakers, talks, sessions, rooms, agents, booths, sched-
ules etc., became quite large. Moreover, all concepts had a lot of complex relations to
other concepts.

Using relational tables for this purpose seemed inadequate because of the compli-
cated mapping that is required to transform the ontology to a high number of tables.
Also, the table solution seemed inflexible because ontological changes would cause a
lot of changes in database tables and additional “agentification” wrappers.

Description Logic [5] systems like KL-ONE [6] provide additional features like au-
tomated classification that are computational expensive but not required in the system.
All reasoning was intended to be performed by the specialised agents. Like for the rela-
tional tables, additional wrappers for an Agent Communication Language (ACL) would
be required. Also, using Description Logics would require globally unique slot names,
leading to additional negotiation efforts between the project partners designing “their”
part of the application ontology.

OntoBroker, a system extracting ontologies from the web, is able to automatically
unfold the stored knowledge and provides persistence for the ontology itself [7]. While
its centralised structure would be a good starting point for learning mechanisms, the
system interface is not agent but human oriented.

4 Information Layer System Architecture

For the given reasons, we decided to build a new kind of information system that
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– provides ACL access in the first place,
– is agent based itself,
– and is built on an ontology that is not hard-wired to the system.

The main purpose of the system was to act as blackboard [8, 9] for decoupled com-
munication between the conference organisers entering the initial participant informa-
tion, the gathering agents annotating this information with web content, and the appli-
cation agents utilising the gathered information for their tasks helping the conference
participants.

Fig. 1. Information layer architecture overview

The kernel of this system, the COMRIS information layer, provides only a memory
representation of information structured corresponding to a given ontology. All other
features were delegated to additional modules or agents, performing specialised tasks
like:

– Handling communication with other agents
– Applying the learned rules to transform gathered data to default agent instructions
– Synchronisation with the underlying persistent data storage
– Building a generic HTML presentation from the ontology and the actual informa-

tion layer content

The HTML presentation was not an initial part of the system, but once the system
was built, it seemed a waste of resources to set up a separate conference web site built
on traditional techniques. Instead, a wrapper agent transformed HTTP requests to ACL
messages and forwarded them to the corresponding agents. Figure 1 shows an overview
of the system architecture.
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Fig. 2.Sample UML ontology diagram

5 Ontology and Data Model

The information layer uses an object-oriented model for data representation. Objects
consist of atomic attributes and relations to other objects. The consistency of relations
in both directions is ensured automatically, avoiding inconsistencies inside the system.
The concepts and relations are defined application-dependent in an external ontology
definition file. All files used by the information layer are stored as XML documents.

The ontology used in the COMRIS information layer is defined using an Unified
Modelling Language (UML) model [10,11] encoded in a simple XML format. Com-
pared to other languages suitable for ontology modelling, UML currently still lacks
clearly defined semantics. However, there are significant efforts to solve this problems
[12,13].

Figure 2 shows the UML diagram of the shared parts of the COMRIS ontology.
Gathered information about publications and projects was transformed to templates for
the Personal Representative Agents (PraTemplate ) by applying the learned rules.
The raw data gathered was also stored in the information system, but was not shared
among all agents.
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6 Communication and Content Languages

The communication and content languages for software agents and system components
are based on XML, too. An XMLified version of FIPA ACL [14] is used as communica-
tion language, whereas the actual content language format is derived from the ontology
automatically. Figure 6 shows the content language encoding of Tanja Katschenko and
Carlos Gomez working at IBM corresponding to the ontology example in the previous
section.

<Organization id="555777">
   <name>IBM</name>
</Organization>

<Person id="888543">
   <name>Katschenko</name>
   <firstName>Tanja</firstName>
   <memberOf idref="555777"/>
</Person>

<Person id="878653">
   <name>Gomez</name>
   <firstName>Carlos</firstName>
   <memberOf idref="555777"/>
</Person>

<Organization id="555777">
  <name>IBM</name>
  <members>
    <Person id="888543">
      <name>Katschenko</name>
      <firstName>Tanja</firstName>
    </Person>
    <Person id="878653">
      <name>Gomez</name>
      <firstName>Carlos</firstName>
    </Person>
  </members>
</Organization>

Linked Structure Nested Structure

Fig. 3.Content language examples

Relations between instances can be described using theidref attribute, or by em-
bedding related instances in the relation element. The encoding used for sending in-
stances to software agents or other entities can be controlled by the corresponding entity
to fit its particular needs best.

Readers familiar with the Resource Description Format (RDF) will have noticed a
strong similarity of the formats. While it would be possible to migrate to RDF, there
would be no improvement concerning human readability, which turned out crucial
for system integration and maintenance. Moreover, RDF uses a property-centric data
model, causing compatibility issues with traditional object oriented systems. The high
number of RDF syntax variants leads to integration problems with other XML building
blocks like XML Schema and XSLT [15] [16]. For those reasons, we will replace the
current XML representation by the serialisation format of the Simple Object Access
Protocol (SOAP) [17], improving the compactness and readability of the format as well
as compatibility to SOAP based third party systems. However, migration to SOAP does
not exclude building an additional RDF based interface if required.

7 Query Interface

The information layer supports a subset of OQL [18] as query language for agents. Ad-
ditional languages may be plugged in by adding corresponding agents. By subscribing
to the information layer, it is possible to keep an agent up to date without polling [19].
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8 HTML Generation

The information layer contains a module that provides built-in web-server functionality.
Since XML is not fully supported by web browsers yet, the server is able to generate
HTML dynamically: For any object, the attributes are simply displayed, and the rela-
tions are converted to sets of hyperlinks to the related objects (figure 4). The HTML
interface can also be used to edit the content of the system using forms generated dy-
namically based on the ontology.

Fig. 4. Access to the Information Layer using a Web Browser.

In the COMRIS project, the HTML interface was used for interaction with the end
user as well for as debugging and inspection purposes.

In addition to generic HTML generation, templates can be used in order to generate
HTML pages conforming to a given look and feel. In the COMRIS project, we have
also used the template mechanism to generate the input structure required by the text
generation system TG/2 ([20]) which was used to generate natural language output for
the wearable device.

The template mechanism was also used to generate questionnaires for evaluating
the mining and learning results of the gatherers [21, 22].

9 Conclusion and Outlook

The main purpose of the implemented system was to provide an ontology based per-
sistent blackboard communication mechanisms for connecting mining and application
agents.
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Using ontologies and agent technologies enabled a simple extension of the system
beyond the original purpose. The system can now also be used to publish structured and
massively linked data to the traditional “human readable” web using template based
(X)HTML generation. The system proved useful not only for modelling some aspects
of a conference but also for other applications with many sets of small and massively
linked objects.

Currently, the COMRIS information layer is used for two internal projects and as
the training server of MLnet1. In the future, it is planned to use the information layer in
the MiningMart project for storing and editing data mining meta information.

The most important future developments are to make the information layer compli-
ant to SOAP serialisation [17] and XMI in order to use a standardised XML formats
for the message content language and for the ontology definition. It is also planned
to include structure translation mechanisms for connecting systems using different but
related application ontologies.
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Abstract. Navigation and information retrieval on the Web are not easy tasks; 
the challenge is to extract information from the large amount of data available. 
Most of this data is unstructured, which makes the application of existing data 
mining techniques to the Web very difficult. However, new semantic 
structures which improve the results of Web Mining are currently being 
developed in the Web. This paper presents how one of these semantic 
structures - XML topic maps – can be exploited to help users find relevant 
information in the Web. This paper is organised as follows: first, we introduce 
XML topic maps in the context of Tim Berners-Lee's Semantic Web vision. 
Then, we show how topic maps allow to characterise and "clean" Web data 
through the definition of a profile; this is achieved by the analysis of a lattice 
generated by a classification algorithm  - called Galois algorithm. This profile 
may be used to evaluate the relevance of a web site with regard to a specific 
request on a traditional search engine. We finally explain how data on the 
Web can be clustered, organised and visualised in different ways so as to 
enhance users' navigation and understanding of these documents. 

1 Introduction 

Navigation and information retrieval on the Web are not easy tasks; the challenge is 
to extract information from the large amount of data available. Most of this data is 
unstructured, which makes the application of existing data mining techniques to the 
Web very difficult. However, new semantic structures which improve the results of 
Web Mining are currently being developed in the Web. This paper presents how one 
of these semantic structures - XML topic maps – can be exploited to help users find 
relevant information in the Web. This paper is organised as follows: first, we 
introduce XML topic maps in the context of Tim Berners-Lee's Semantic Web 
vision [2]. Then we show how topic maps allow to characterise Web sites through 
the definition of a profile. This profile may be used to evaluate the relevance of a 
web site with regard to a specific request on a traditional search engine. We finally 
explain how data on the Web can be clustered, organised and visualised in different 
ways so as to enhance users' navigation and understanding of these documents.  
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2 XML Topic Maps and the Semantic Web 

Finding information on the Web is very difficult. Search engines may return 
hundreds or more links to users' queries – provided that the right keywords are used. 
Choosing the most relevant Web sites to explore is not trivial, because no semantics 
help evaluate the relevance of each hit. The next step is not easier: once a link is 
chosen, navigation is not always intuitive. Users can get lost easily: they may not 
find the information they are looking for even though it does exist. Sometimes they 
do not manage to go back to a page they have already visited. This is due to the lack 
of structure of the Web. Therefore it is necessary to add structure and semantics as 
well as to provide a mechanism which allows a more precise description of data on 
the Web. According to Tim Berners-Lee from W3C [2]: 

"The Semantic Web is a vision: the idea of having data on the web defined and 
linked in a way that it can be used by machines – not just for display purposes, but 
for using it in various applications." 

This Semantic Web can be achieved by adding semantic structures to the current 
Web. Many candidate techniques were proposed, such as semantic networks [16], 
conceptual graphs [5], the W3C Resource Description Framework (RDF) [14] and 
XML Topic Maps [11]. Semantic networks are basically directed graphs (networks) 
consisting of vertices linked by edges. Edges express semantic relationships between 
the vertices.  

The conceptual graphs theory developed by Sowa [10] is a language for 
knowledge representation based on linguistics, psychology and philosophy.  

RDF data consists of nodes and attached attribute/value pairs. Nodes can be any 
web resource (pages, servers, basically anything for which you can give a URI), or 
other instances of metadata. Attributes are named properties of the nodes, and their 
values are either atomic (character strings, numbers, etc.), metadata instances or 
other resource. This mechanism allows us to build labelled directed graphs. 

Topic maps, as defined in ISO/IEC 13250 [8], are used to organise information in 
a way that can be optimised for navigation. Topic maps were designed to solve the 
problem of large quantities of unorganised information. Information is not useful if 
it cannot be found or linked. In the paper publishing world, there are several 
mechanisms to organise and index the information contained within a book or 
document. Indexes allow readers to go directly to the portion of the document that is 
relevant to their information needs. Topic maps can be thought of as the online 
equivalent of printed indexes. Topic maps are also a powerful way to manage link 
information, much as glossaries, cross-references, thesauri and catalogs do in the 
paper world. Topic Maps allow users to create a large quantity of metadata and 
tightly interconnected data. They constitute a kind of semantic network above the 
data themselves. 

A new specification which aims at applying the topic map paradigm to the Web is 
currently being written; this initiative is called XTM (XML Topic Maps) [11]. XML 
Topic Maps allow to structure data on the Web and therefore make Web mining 
more efficient. 

It was recently proven that the RDF and Topic Map models could inter-operate at 
a fundamental level [9]. Both standards are concerned with defining relationships 
between entities with identity. Each language can be used to model the other.  
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All the techniques described previously have the same goals and many of them 
are compatible. We decided to further investigate XML Topic Maps and study how 
they could enhance Semantic Web Mining.  

 
We aim at helping users find relevant information and we contribute at three 

levels: 
1. by evaluating Web sites relevance to users needs based on semantic criteria,  
2. by filtering the topic map; the topic map profile constitutes a reference that can be 

used to select the most semantically significant objects (called regular objects). 
This allows to identify the major subjects which the topic map deals with and to 
discard less relevant topics. 

3. by enhancing navigation on the Web through the aggregation of conceptually 
related topics and through the visualisation with different scales – or levels of 
details. 
 
The different steps of topic maps – or Web sites1 - analysis are represented in 

figure 1: 

T o p i c  m a p  f i l t e r i n g

T o p i c  m a p

C o n c e p t u a l  c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  a l g o r i t h m

G a l o i s  l a t t i c e

T o p i c  m a p  c h a r a c t e r i s a t i o n

T o p i c  m a p  c l u s t e r i n g

 

Fig. 1. Web sites analysis algorithm 

We propose to achieve the first goal by defining profiles of topic maps – and 
consequently Web sites. These profiles characterise topic maps – or web sites - and 
help evaluate their relevance to users' information needs. The computation of this 
sort of topic map "DNA" and its interpretation are described in section 4.  

The topic map may contain topics which are not semantically significant or not 
much related to others. We call them singular topics. They may be eliminated from 
the topic map so as to clean it, as explained in section 4.2. 

                                                           
1 In the following, we will use the term "topic map" which is more general than "Web site". 

Topic maps may apply to any kind of data. 
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Our third contribution consists in enhancing navigation and information retrieval 
in a Web site. Information retrieval varies according to the needs of the user. If he 
looks for an answer to a specific question, query languages (like "tolog" [6]) are 
adapted. Their strength is to exploit the relationships between objects, which allows 
to answer questions better. For example, one may seek the Beatles’ songs which 
were not written by John Lennon. This kind of information would be difficult to find 
with a traditional search engine.  

If the subject of interest is clearly identified, it is easy to explore the 
corresponding topic in the topic map. This topic can be reached through a list of 
topics, for example an alphabetical list. Tools to navigate in topic maps have been 
designed so that any topic can be reached in 7 mouse clicks at most. 

If the user has no precise question nor any clear subject of interest, none of the 
search modes described above can apply. This is the case of a beginner user who 
wishes to have a global understanding of the topic map so as to decide where to start 
his navigation. Therefore he first needs a simplified view of the topic map, with no 
detail, then he can decide to see more precise information as his subject of interest 
gets clearer. Let us compare this to geographical maps: there is no point in 
displaying very specific data on a map of the world. However, more and more 
details may be added as the user focuses on some part of the map. We propose to use 
clustering algorithms to group semantically related topic together at different 
abstraction levels. Clusters computation and visualisation are described in section 5. 

 
The figure 1 shows that topic maps – or Web sites – characterization, filtering and 

clustering are deduced from the results of a conceptual classification algorithm 
based on Formal Concept Analysis and Galois connections. This algorithm is 
presented in section 3.  

3 Conceptual classification algorithm 

The starting point of our Web analysis is a conceptual classification algorithm based 
on Formal Concept Analysis and Galois connections. FCA is a mathematical 
approach to data analysis which provides information with structure. FCA may be 
used for conceptual clustering as shown in [4] and [12]. Let us first define a few 
terms: 
− an object is a topic or an association of the topic map, 
− the objects have characteristics called properties. We describe how these 

properties are determined in 3.1. 
 
A profile allows to characterise a topic map in a structural way. With this 

footprint, one can tell if the topic map is specific or general. We can also tell if the 
objects of a topic map are similar or very different. In order to characterise objects, 
we use a Galois algorithm to classify the objects conceptually. This algorithm 
groups objects in concepts according to the properties they have in common. It is 
very powerful because it performs a semantic classification without having to 
express semantics explicitly. We will first describe how the objects and their 
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properties are generated from a topic map. Then we will describe Galois lattices and 
detail the statistical computations made on the objects. We will finally explain how 
the profile is determined.  

3.1 Objects and properties generation 

The generation of objects and properties is a 2-steps process. 
 

• First step: 
Every time there is an element with an identifier (that is an id attribute), a new 

object is created. The name of the object is the value of the identifier. As stated in 
the DTD (Document Type Definition), all topics and associations of the topic map 
have an identifier, so there will be the same number of objects as the number of 
topics and associations.  

An object's properties correspond to the values of this object's attributes 
(including the value of the id attribute), as well as the values of his children' 
attributes. These properties are weighted (for instance, the weight of the values of 
instanceOf attributes may be greater than the weight of the values of href attributes).  

 
Generation of object and properties (first step):  

element <topic> attributes id= "topic1" attr2="val2" attr3="val3"

object topic1 Properties topic 1
val2
val3  

Example: consider the following extract of a topic map about music, written by 
Kal Ahmed2: 

<topic id="t-the-clash"> 
        <instanceOf> 
            <topicRef xlink:href="tt-band"/> 
        </instanceOf> 
        <baseName> 
            <baseNameString>The Clash</baseNameString> 
            <variant> 
                <parameters> 

           <topicRef xlink:href="http://www.topicmaps.org/xtm/1.0/psi-sort"/> 
                </parameters> 
                <variantName> 
                    <resourceData>clash the</resourceData> 
                </variantName> 

                                                           
2 Kal Ahmed works for Ontopia, http://www.ontopia.net 
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            </variant> 
            <variant> 
                <parameters> 

           <topicRef xlink:href="http://www.topicmaps.org/xtm/1.0/psi-sort"/> 
                </parameters> 
                <variantName> 
                    <resourceData>Clash, The</resourceData> 
                </variantName> 
            </variant> 
        </baseName> 
    </topic> 
 
An XML document is made of elements limited by tags and is hierarchically 

structured. In the example we studied, topic, instanceOf and baseName are elements. 
An element may have characteristics called attributes. The attributes of an element 
are declared inside the opening tag of the element. The element topic has an attribute 
id with a value tt-clash. The element instanceOf has no attribute.  

When parsing the topic map, we find a topic which has an identifier with the 
value t-the-clash. An object t-the-clash is thus created.  

In order to determine the properties of these objects, we look for all the attributes 
of this element. In this case, the only one is the identifier.  

Then, we have a look at the children of this element (that is all the XML elements 
included in the element) to find their attributes. We repeat this for all the children. 

In this example, the analysis of this abstract of the topic map creates an object t-
the-clash with the properties t-the-clash (weight e.g. 0.5), tt-band (weight e.g. 2) and 
http://www.topicmaps.org/xtm/1.0/psi-sort (weight e.g. 0.2). The weights shown 
here correspond to one possible scenario - in which the type of a topic (weight 2) is 
more important than its name (weight 0.5), its occurrences (weight 0.2) or the 
associations it is involved in (weight 1).  

 
In the same way, the analysis of the following abstract:  
<topic id="tt-band"> 
        <instanceOf> 
            <topicRef xlink:href="tt-music"/> 
        </instanceOf> 
        <baseName> 
            <baseNameString>Band</baseNameString> 
        </baseName> 
</topic> 
 
leads to the creation of an object tt-band with the properties tt-band (weight e.g. 

0.5) and tt-music (weight e.g. 2). 
 
The last example concerns an association: 
<association id="assoc6"> 
        <instanceOf> 
            <topicRef xlink:href="at-recorded"/> 
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        </instanceOf> 
        <member> 
            <instanceOf> 
                <topicRef xlink:href="tt-band"/> 
            </instanceOf> 
            <topicRef xlink:href="t-the-clash"/> 
        </member> 
        <member> 
            <instanceOf> 
                <topicRef xlink:href="tt-track"/> 
            </instanceOf> 
            <topicRef xlink:href="t-i-fought-the-law"/> 
        </member> 
</association> 
 
The object assoc6 is created and has the properties assoc6 (weight e.g. 0.5), at-

recorded (weight e.g. 2), tt-band, t-the-clash, tt-track and t-i-fought-the-law. 
 
So far, the properties of an object are only intrinsic properties. Indeed, the object 

t-the-clash takes a part in the association assoc6, but this does not appear in its 
properties yet, since the association is not declared inside the topic which has the 
identifier t-the-clash. The second step takes these characteristics into account.  

 
• Second step: 
 

Generation principle of the objects and properties (second step):  

element <topic> attributes id= "topic1" attr2="val2" attr3="val3"

object topic1 Properties topic 1
val2
val3

object val3

object val2 Properties topic1

Properties topic1

 

The second steps adds non intrinsic properties to the objects by “crossing” the 
data. In fact, for an object O with a set of properties P, each property P becomes an 
object with O (amongst others) as a property. The properties of an object are its 
intrinsic properties and all the properties that were added recursively.  
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In the previous examples, the object assoc6 has the properties assoc6, tt-band and 

t-the-clash. The property assoc6 is added to the objects tt-band and t-the-clash. So 
all the objects know the associations they appear in.  

Moreover, the object t-the-clash has the property tt-band. The data is crossed by 
adding t-the clash to the object tt-band. This example illustrates a new type of 
information, which was not present in the first step: the object tt-band knows it has 
an instance of t-the-clash. In the preceeding scenario, t-the-clash was the only one to 
know its superclass. 

In the end, tt-band has the properties tt-band (weight e.g. 0.5), tt-music(weight 
e.g. 2) , t-the-clash (weight e.g. 1), assoc1 (weight e.g. 1), assoc2 (weight e.g. 1) and 
assoc6 (weight e.g. 1). The object t-the-clash has the characteristics 
http://www.topicmaps.org/xtm/1.0/psi-sort (weight e.g. 0.2),  tt-band, t-the-clash 
(weight e.g. 0.5), assoc1 (weight e.g. 1), assoc2 (weight e.g. 1) and assoc6 (weight 
e.g. 1). 

Note that the properties assoc1 and assoc2 correspond to other associations in 
which tt-band and t-the-clash appear. These associations are present in the topic 
map but not in the extracts we presented. 

3.2 Introduction to Galois lattices 

The notion of Galois lattice for a relationship between two sets is the basis of a set 
of conceptual classification methods. This notion was introduced by Birkhoff in [3] 
and by Barbut and Monjardet in [1]. Galois lattices consist in grouping objects into 
classes that materialise concepts of the domain under study. Individual objects are 
discriminated according to the properties they have in common. This algorithm is 
very powerful as it performs semantic classification. Topic maps are semantic 
structures themselves, but they may be very large and complex, so this algorithm is 
interesting to extract more semantics from them. The algorithm we implemented is 
based on the one that was proposed in [7]. 

Let us first introduce Galois lattices basic concepts. 
Let two finite sets E and E’ (E consists of a set of objects and E’ is the set of 

these objects’ properties), and a binary relation R ⊆ E x E’  between these two sets. 
Figure 2 shows an example of binary relation between two sets. According to 
Wille’s terminology [13], the triple  (E, E’, R) is a formal context which corresponds 
to a unique Galois lattice. It represents natural regroupings of E and E’ elements. 

Let P(E) be the powerset of E and P(E’) the powerset of E’. Each element of the 
lattice is a couple, also called concept, noted (X, X’). A concept is composed of two 
sets X ∈ P(E) and X’ ∈ P(E’) which satisfy the two following properties : 

X’ = f(X) where f(X) = { x’ ∈ E’ | ∀x ∈ X, xRx’ } 

     X = f’(X’) where f’(X’) = { x ∈ E | ∀x’ ∈ X’, xRx’ } 
(1)

 A partial order on concepts is defined as follows : 
Let C1=(X1, X’1) and C2=(X2, X’2), 

122'1'21 XXXXCC ⊆⇔⊆⇔<  (2)
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 This partial order is used to draw a graph called a Hasse diagram, as shown on 
figure 2. There is an edge between two concepts C1 and C2 if C1<C2 and there is no 
other element C3 in the lattice such as C1<C3<C2. In a Hasse diagram, the edge 
direction is upwards. This graph can be interpreted as a representation of the 
generalisation / specialisation relationship between couples, where C1<C2 means 
that C1 is more general than C2 (and C1 is above C2 in the diagram). 

 
Fig. 2. Binary relationship and associated Galois lattice representation (Hasse diagram) 

 

Fig. 3. Concept lattice of a topic map about music 
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The concept lattice shows the commonalities between the concepts of the context. 
The first part of a concept is the set of objects. It is called "extension". The second 
set – the intention - reveals the common properties of the extension's objects. The 
figure 3 shows the concept lattice generated from our example topic map about 
music. 

4 Topic maps characterisation: conceptual profile 

4.1 Calculating the statistics for every object.  

We calculate statistics for every object of the topic map. We compute a weighted 
mean of these statistics. Each object has a weight which is assigned according to its 
importance in the topic map (the number of occurrences of the object in the XML 
source file).  

Consider an object O. It is characterised by a vector with 6 components:  
• The first component (A1) is the percentage of concepts of the sub-lattice where 

the object is present in the list of extensions. This value tells if O is present in 
many concepts of the lattice. A low value for A1 may indicate that O has few 
common characteristics with other objects. However, the other components allow 
to increase our knowledge.  

• The second component is the maximum number of objects with which O is 
grouped, divided by the total number of objects. We have to select the concept 
containing O and with the largest number of objects. We add a constraint on this 
concept: it must contain at least one property. Indeed, we wish to group objects 
with common properties. The component A2 shows if O is grouped with many 
other objects. However, this value is a maximal value. The validity of A2 must be 
checked using A3.  

• A3 is the mean number of objects with which O is grouped divided by the 
number of objects. This time we can tell if O is linked to a large number of 
objects and determine the significance of A2. If A3 is high, then there is a 
concept with O and many other concepts. On the other hand, if A3 is low, O is 
grouped with very few objects. The selected concept is thus an exception and we 
should not base our analysis on it.  

• Let S be the set of objects which are grouped with O in one –or more- concepts of 
the lattice; these objects have at least one of O's properties. A4 is the maximum 
number of properties O shares with the objects contained in S, divided by the 
total number of objects. This component is deduced from the concept containing 
the object O and which has the greatest number of properties. Again, we add a 
constraint on this concept: it must contain at least two objects, that is at least one 
object different from O. We want to evaluate the number of shared properties, 
thus we need at least one object with which O shares them. A4 tells if the objects 
which are close to O share many common properties with O or not. Objects are 
more similar when they share an increasing number of properties. This similarity 
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can either be structural or conceptual. However, this value is a maximum number 
which must be validated with A5.  

• A5 is the mean number of properties O shares with other objects, divided by the 
total number of properties. This tells the degree of significance of A4. 

• Finally, A6 is about the topic map itself, and not about the lattice. It is the number 
of occurrences of the object in the topic map divided by the number of 
occurrences of objects of the same type (topic or association). A6 is used to 
compute the topic map’s profile. This profile represents the characteristics of a 
mean object. Each  component of this vector is the mean of the components of 
each object in the topic map, with a weight A6 given to each of these objects. 
Thus, objects with a high number of occurrences in the topic map will influence 
the profile much more than objects with few occurrences.  
 
Note that the five first components are deduced from an analysis of the lattice 

whereas the last component only depends on the XML document.  

4.2 Topic map – Web site - profile and selection of objects 

When the statistics have been computed for every topic and association, the profile 
can be deduced. It is a vector for which each component is a mean of the 
components of all the objects with the weight A6 of each object. For N objects O1, 
O2, … ON, each component Ai of the profile vector P is computed as follows:  

∑
=

=
N

j
jiji AOAOAP

1
6.*..  

(3)

where Oj.Ai is the component Ai of the j-th object. 
 
We wish to keep the most relevant objects, that is the ones which share "many" 

common properties with "many" other objects. These objects are called regular 
objects, they are semantically more significant than others. The significance of the 
words "many" (properties) and "many" (objects) is given by the topic map profile. A 
regular object is associated to at least as many objects and shares as many properties 
as the profile.  

 
Among the statistics presented in section 4.1, the values A3 and A5 are more 

relevant than A2 and A4: maximum values may not give a reliable information 
because they may correspond to an exception. The comparison between the objects 
and the profile is thus done using the components A3 and A5.  

 
A regular object O must verify the following conditions:  

11 .. AprofileAO ≥  
22 .. AprofileAO ≥  

 

(4)
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This should be refined using the standard deviation. The standard deviation for 
A3 is the mean distance between an object’s value of A3 and the profile’s value of 
A3.  

N

APAO
Adevstd

N

j
j∑

=
−

= 1
33

3

..
..  

(5)

For A5, the standard deviation is computed in the same way: 

N

APAO
Adevstd

N

j
j∑

=
−

= 1
55

5

..
..  

(6)

Thus, a regular object is defined as follows:  
                                         111 .... APAdevstdAO ≥+  

222 .... APAdevstdAO ≥+  
(7)

The regularity conditions can be changed (to be more or less restrictive) with a 
coefficient (C). Thus, a regular object meets the two following requirements:  

 
                                      111 .... APAdevstdCAO ≥×+  

222 .... APAdevstdCAO ≥×+  
(8)

A non regular object is called a singular object –it conveys little semantics. When 
the objects of the topic map are submitted to these conditions, singular objects are 
eliminated. When C increases, more objects are suppressed since the conditions are 
harsher. 

 
After this selection, we have a new list of objects which are used as an input for 

the Galois classification algorithm. A new lattice is generated and the statistics 
computed on this new panel of objects provide a new profile. We can thus select 
once again the regular objects for this new footprint of the topic map. The new 
regular objects are used again as an input for the Galois algorithm, etc. until all the 
objects become regular. This happens when no object is eliminated. The algorithm 
stalls and we get a stable list of regular objects which we must group together.  

4.3 Results 

Several topic maps – of different sizes and subjects - were analysed. The figure 4 
displays the distribution of objets in three topic maps. The coordinates of the center 
of a disk correspond to the values of A3 and A5 attributes. The diameter of a circle 
is proportional to the number of objects which have these values for A3 and A5. All 
the objets of the simple topic map are very close. This topic map is qualified of 
"homogeneous", which means that all topics have the same semantic significance. 
Music and icc are "heterogeneous" structures. The objects in the lower left corner 
have low values for A3 and A5: they are "singular" - not much related to other 
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objects in the topic map. These topic maps can be filtered easily by eliminating these 
singular objects. 
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Fig. 4. Topics conceptual distribution 
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Fig. 5. Topic map filtering 
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The figure 5 illustrates the filtering of six topic maps. Some topic maps can be 
simplified a lot; this is the case of discovery. On the other end, after the last 
iteration, xmle99mp still contains almost 70% of its topics. This means that it is 
more difficult to filter this topic map: all topics have the same semantic value. 

5 Topic maps clustering and visualisation 

5.1 Clustering algorithm 

The Galois lattice which is generated from a topic map contains some concepts 
which are made up of a set of topics which share common properties. The lattice 
gives an exhaustive description of the input data and the number of concepts 
generated may be very high. The concept lattice shown in the figure 3 is quite 
complex although it was generated from a small topic map (which contains 46 
objects). We wish to group topics together into clusters in order to provide different 
level of detail (or scales) of the topic map. We propose to extract a tree from the 
Galois lattice. The concepts contained in this tree are the clusters. Thus, we have a 
hierarchy of clusters. The root of the tree contains all the topics; it is a gross cluster 
which provides no additional information. The next level groups some topics 
together, the next level executes a finer grouping of topics, etc. The number of levels 
of detail is given by the depth of the tree.  

Many clustering algorithms exist; we chose to implement a clustering algorithm 
based on Galois conceptual classification. The clusters we generate are thus 
conceptually and semantically relevant. This algorithm also allows us to use the 
generalisation/specialisation relationship inherent to the Galois lattice.  

To build the tree of clusters, we start from the representation which provides the 
greatest level of detail. Every cluster corresponds to an object: the objects are not 
grouped together. We begin to construct the leaves of the tree: these clusters 
correspond to the fathers of the upper bound of the lattice (which is represented at 
the bottom of the lattice on the Hasse diagram). This is the most specific level.  

For each leaf, we select one unique father which is a generalisation of the 
concept. This selection is done according to a hierarchy of criteria which will be 
developed in the following. One father is selected for each selected node, and so on 
until the lower bound of the lattice is reached. At the end of this process, a tree is 
created. Each level of the tree contains clusters  which correspond to a level of 
detail. 

We defined a hierarchy of selection criteria when a concept has several fathers in 
the lattice. 
− first, we consider the distance between each father and the lower bound of the 

lattice (this distance corresponds to the minimum number of edges between 
them). 
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− if one of the fathers' distance to the lower bound is smaller than the others, this 
node is selected. Being at lower distance from the lower bound means that this 
concept is semantically richer. 

− if several nodes are at a minimum distance from the lower bound, we compare 
the sum of the weights of the properties contained in their intention. The node 
with the highest value is selected. 
− if several fathers meet this requirement, the algorithms chooses the one 

which minimises the total number of branches in the tree. If this condition is 
not unique, different scenarios are considered, one for each possible father.  

5.2 Clusters analysis 

Once the tree of clusters is generated, different measures may be computed, e.g. the 
proportion of concepts of the initial lattice which were not selected to be clusters. 

The depth of the tree is interesting because it indicates the number of navigation 
levels that may be provided to the user. We also study the distribution of clusters at 
each abstraction level. If a cluster has no father, it means that it cannot be 
generalised. On the other hand, a cluster with no children corresponds to the most 
specific level. 

We may also compute the distances between clusters. The distance between two 
clusters may be the average – or minimum, or maximum – distance between two 
objects (one in each cluster). Let O1 and O2 be two objects. Let P1 be the set of 
properties of O1 and P2 the set of properties of O2. Let INTER be the intersection of 
P1 and P2, and UNION the union of P1 and P2. The similarity between O1 and O2 
is defined as: 

∑

∑
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(9)

The distance between O1 and O2 is given by (2): 

)2,1(
1100)2,1( OOSOOD −=  (10)

5.3 Clusters representation 

The levels of detail are symbolised by different colours. At each abstraction level, 
clusters are represented by portions of a disk, as shown in figure 6. Each cluster's 
size is proportional to the number of children this concept has. When the pointer of 
the mouse is over a cluster, its extension – the set of topics contained in this cluster – 
or intention – the set of these topics' properties – is displayed. When the user clicks 
on a part of the disk, this cluster becomes the current context – i.e. the whole disk - 
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and its content is displayed in greater detail. The disk in the upper left corner 
represents a global view of the topic map before focusing on a specific cluster. 

The figure 6 shows the results of this clustering algorithm on our example topic 
map about music. These representations are SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics) 
graphics [15]. SVG is a language for describing two-dimensional graphics in XML. 
SVG drawings can be interactive and dynamic. SVG leverages and integrates with 
other W3C specifications and standards efforts. By leveraging and conforming to 
other standards, SVG becomes more powerful and makes it easier for users to learn 
how to incorporate SVG into their Web sites. 

 

Fig. 6. Clusters visualisation 

6 Conclusion and further work 

This article presented how XML topic maps could be exploited to help users find 
relevant information on the Web. This contribution is at several levels: first, we 
characterise Web sites by defining their profile. This may be used to evaluate Web 
sites relevance with regard to a specific query. Second, our analysis identifies topics 
that have no interest – semantically speaking – which allows to "clean" the topic 
map. Finally we showed how we could enhance navigation by clustering Web pages 
and displaying them with different levels of details.  
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These results were deduced from the analysis of Galois lattices generated from 
Web sites with a conceptual classification algorithm. This algorithm is very 
powerful as it groups topics semantically. 

In the future, we will study Web sites clusters in more details. For example, we 
noticed that some of the clusters are less relevant than others; it may thus be possible 
to further filter the Web site if it is really too large. 

We will also investigate how ontologies may be used to characterise our clusters. 
Galois algorithm generates clusters which have a semantic value without expressing 
this semantics explicitly. Ontologies may help us make this information explicit.  
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